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Summary

Extended Functionality of On-line Partial Discharge
Monitoring Equipment for Medium-Voltage Power Cables

An on-line partial discharge (PD) monitoring and location system for medium
voltage cable circuits was developed previously and named as Smart Cable Guard
(SCG). SCG consists of two pulse injection units integrated with sensors at both
cable ends. It determines the origin of the PD by the difference in time-of-arrival of
the PD pulse at each end of the cable. Sensors at two sides receive pulses injected
at the other cable end for accurate synchronization, which is needed for precise PD
location. This thesis aims to extend the range of application of SCG.

SCG monitors the cable condition over long distance (can be several kilometers)
based on PD, which is high frequency phenomenon in the megahertz range. The
underground cables are considered as transmission lines. Besides, ring-main-unit
(RMU) and cable joints are also part of the PD signal propagation channel. Ground
return path may also have effect on the signal propagation and detection. The thesis
proposes models for the cable joint, and transmission line models incorporating the
ground return impedance for both single-core and three-core cables. Together with
the RMU model proposed in previous research, the complete cable connection can
be simulated.

SCG employs two sets of pulse injection units and inductive PD sensors which
need to be installed at both ends of the cable under test. However, single-sided
detection could occasionally be preferred. Two approaches are proposed to realize
a single-sided solution for a cable connection in service. One method is based on
an extra sensor at one side to enable the directional sensing for arrival of pulses.
Structures in recorded waveform originating from other cables can be eliminated.
The other method relies on additional ferrite material to provide a clear recognizable
reference reflection pulse. Both approaches are checked by experiments in a small
scale 10 kV network. The result shows that both approaches can locate the PD with
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ii Summary

deviation around 2% with respect to the distance from which the PD is observed.
Overheating can significantly degrade the cable condition. Dynamic cable

temperature monitoring can help the utilities in asset management and maintenance.
The high frequency signal propagation velocity along the cable is affected by the
cable temperature. SCG system provides the information of propagation time over
a specific cable connection. This feature can be exploited to monitor the dynamic
cable temperature. Both laboratory test and field data give promising result. SCG
has incorporated this function as a result of the research. Besides the velocity,
temperature can also influence the other transmission line parameters of cables
(characteristic impedance and attenuation). All these parameters are investigated
for both paper-insulated lead-covered (PILC) and XLPE insulated cables at different
temperatures.

Water ingress is a main reason for the failure of PILC cable. It is shown that the
water decreases the cable’s characteristic impedance, which changes the reflection
pattern from the cable. The influence of this change to the response upon an injected
signal by SCG depends on the amount of water in the cable, the length of cable with
water and the distance to the sensor. If the water enters a considerable amount of
cable length, it also can be observed in the propagation time of the injected signal.

SCG is based on time domain measurement of PD signals. To support SCG for
cable diagnostics, frequency domain diagnostic approach is investigated. It is based
on an impedance scan. Any impedance discontinuities can be revealed, indicating
possible defects. The impedance is measured via an inductive probe clamped e.g.
around an earth screen connection; thus on-line application is possible. Laboratory
experiments show that the impedance variations can be located by such approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electricity is a convenient form of energy transport from producer to consumer.
Transmission and distribution of electricity rely on overhead lines and/or
underground power cables. Underground cables are preferred above overhead lines
for the reasons of aesthetics and better resistance to external influences. Not only
weather and climate impact, but also human related activities may impede safe
operation of overhead lines. In the Netherlands, nearly 100% of the total low voltage
(LV: < 1 kV) and medium voltage (MV: 1 kV - 35 kV) grid consist of underground
power cables. The MV system provides connections with a power rating in the range
of 0.2MVA to 35MVA between producers of energy like windmills, and consumers
such as railways, industry and particularly to the “transformer stations” providing
electric energy in residential areas. The Dutch MV system consists of underground
power cables with total length of about 100,000 km. The most common voltage level
is 10 kV, but other voltage levels (6, 12, 20, 25 kV) are occasionally employed as well
[1, 2]. The topology of MV networks is often a ring structure consisting of cables
interconnected via several ring-main-units (RMUs), which power the LV networks
from the MV grid. An RMU normally consists of a transformer and one or more
incoming cables connected to a common busbar via circuit breakers. Monitoring
equipment, to assess information on the condition of the MV connection, can often
only be installed inside these RMUs.

1.1 Smart Cable Guard

Utilities want to be informed on the condition of the cable system in order to plan
the maintenance by locating potential defects before failure. Several methods for
cable condition monitoring are to their disposal, for example, tan δ measurement [3],
return voltage measurement [4], polarization/depolarization current measurement
[5], and partial discharge measurement [6]. The latter technique is of particular
interest, since it can be applied on cables in service. Partial discharge (PD) is a
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2 Introduction

localized breakdown within the insulating material due to high electric field stress [7].
A PD is in essence a sudden charge displacement over a small distance (e.g. across
a void) inside the insulation material. This can be regarded as an electric dipole
which arises on typical timescales down to the nanosecond range [8]. The dipole field
induces charge displacement in nearby cable conductor(s) and cable earth screen
from which travelling waves are generated. These waves employ the power cable
itself as transmission channel to travel in the direction of nearby RMUs. Sensors
installed at appropriate positions near the cable connection to the RMU busbar can
capture these signal [6].

The PD measurement can be performed by off-line and on-line methods. For
off-line measurement the MV cable is disconnected from the grid and is energized by
an external supply. Several options are available, basically differing in dealing with
the capacitive power demand for energizing the cable to reduce weight and cost of
the test equipment. Examples are Very Low Frequency (VLF, for instance 0.1Hz)
and damped AC (DAC) test [9]. Compared with off-line measurement, the on-line
approach has the following characteristics: [10]

• Testing occurs under normal operating conditions, no extra power source is
needed.

• No cable switching is required to reroute energy delivery to customers, only
one-time installation is needed.

• Trends in PD activity are observed in real-time, instead of recording occasional
snapshots of the cable condition.

• Short term PD activity before resulting in a larger defect and intermittent PD
activity can be observed.

• Cable is under real thermal stress including variation from load cycling, instead
of a cooling down period after disconnection from the grid.

• It is more challenging for signal processing and the absence of guaranteed
reflection from an open cable end hampers PD location based on single-sided
detection.

On-line PD monitoring/testing is mainly applied for high voltage (HV) cable
accessories [11, 12], because of the relatively low costs of diagnostic techniques
compared to the value of HV assets. It is neither economically feasible nor practical
(cable is buried, including its accessories) to include PD sensors for each component
in the MV grid. On the MV level complete connections should be monitored instead
of focusing on individual components. A cost-effective on-line partial discharge
monitoring and location system for MV cable circuits was investigated during the
period 2001-2005 [13, 14]. In 2005 the system was introduced to the utilities and
developed into a commercially available system named PD-OL (Partial Discharge
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monitoring, On-line with Location) [6]. In 2011, the system was renamed as Smart
Cable Guard (SCG) [10]. It is a commercial system and nearly 200 sets of SCG
system have been installed all over the world. The characteristics of SCG is taken as
starting point to investigate ways to widen the applicability of on-line PD diagnosis
and to explore options to extend the SCG functionality. The SCG determines
the origin of the PD by the difference in time-of-arrival (toa) of the PD pulse at
each end of the cable, based on two-sided detection as shown in Figure 1.1. An
important characteristic of the SCG system is that each pulse injection unit is
integrated with a sensor. By receiving pulses injected at the other cable end, accurate
synchronization is achieved, which is needed for precise PD location [6]. This way of
(time) synchronization is patented [15]. Recorded data are stored and relevant PD
information is extracted and communicated to a central server, resulting in plot as
in Figure 1.2. Abovementioned characteristics offer opportunities to further extend
the range of application of SCG.

RMU1 RMU2

Measurement unit

Pulse injection unit

PD

Cable under test

toa,1

toa,2

Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of on-line PD detection and location in a MV cable
between two RMUs. The PD signals recorded by both sensors are shown, assuming
the cable behaves as a homogeneous transmission line.

1.2 Challenges

SCG employs two sets of pulse injection units and inductive PD sensors which need
to be installed at both ends of the cable under test. However, e.g. due to space
limitation at one of the cable ends, single-sided detection would occasionally be
preferred. It also reduces the system hardware costs. A far end reflection needed for
PD location in single-sided detection based on time-domain reflectometry (TDR)
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Figure 1.2: PD chart for a cable section; each dot represents a detected PD, shown
by the quantity of charge; PD locations along the cable and PD record history are
also shown.

may be hard or impossible to recognize when the cable under test is part of a
grid. Impedance changes at RMUs may be rather smooth depending on the RMU
configuration and hard to distinguish from changes in impedance along the cable
connection. These reflections occur when sections of different cable types are used
or from cable joints, especially after a repair when a defect cable segment is replaced
by a short piece of cable with two joints (and often different cable pieces with more
joints). PDs may also arise from other cables than the one under test and these
cables can also contribute to signal reflections. To cope with these complications a
new approach has to be developed to locate PDs.

Overheating can significantly degrade the cable condition [16] while water ingress
is one main reason for the failure of paper-insulated lead-covered (PILC) cable [17].
These external factors influence signal propagation by changing the characteristics
of the insulation material. Specifically, the cable temperature and moisture content
caused by water ingress affect signal propagation. The SCG system provides a
pulse injection system which offers the opportunity to detect minor changes in the
cable properties such as propagation time along the cable and local variations in
characteristic impedance. With the accessible information the SCG functionality
can be made broader than only partial discharge monitoring.

SCG is based on time domain measurement of PD signals. Recently, frequency
domain systems are introduced, which diagnose the cable based on impedance over
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a wide frequency range [18, 19]. To support SCG for cable diagnostics in future, the
frequency domain diagnostic method is investigated, especially its capability to be
operated on-line.

1.3 Research goals and approaches

The project aims to investigate perspectives for extending the SCG system
functionality. The following options were identified in Section 1.2.

• Investigating single-sided PD monitoring and location. Two issues are
addressed

– identification and location of reflections in absence of a clear far end
reflection from the cable;

– separation of signals originating from the cable under test and from other
cables connected to the same RMU by directional sensing.

• Exploring the characteristics of SCG to monitor dynamic cable temperature.
This requires knowledge on temperature dependency of cable insulation
properties and the influence of temperature on signal propagation in power
cables.

• Investigating how to monitor water ingress with SCG. Both the extent on
changing insulation properties and the distance over which the cable is affected
by water determines the feasibility to detect water ingress.

• Studying frequency domain approach to diagnose cables and the possibility for
on-line application as a supportive tool to SCG.

These topics are preceded by investigation on several modelling aspects of
medium voltage (MV) cables. Since PILC cables are at present most common
in the Dutch MV network and cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) insulated cable
is becoming increasingly prominent [20, 21], they are discussed in detail. Other
types of cables are rarely used, for instance, poly vinyl chloride (PVC) insulated
and ethylene propylene rubber (EPR) insulated cables. Single-core and three-core
cable with common earth screen are investigated specifically. Three-core cables with
separate earth screens are also used in some MV networks, but are not considered.
Though partial discharge signals in solid insulation can reach frequencies up to
several hundred megahertz [22], even up to one gigahertz [23, 24], due to attenuation
over long distance, the frequency of interest is limited to a few megahertz [25]. A
value of 10MHz is usually taken as the minimum frequency range in order to cover
all relevant frequency components in cable connections, though 5MHz may already
satisfy the application [26, 27, 28]. For specific components higher frequencies, up
to hundreds of megahertz, are concerned.
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1.4 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 describes transmission line models for underground power cable system.
Models for power cable joints are proposed based on S-parameters measurement;
models for single-core XLPE cable, three-core XLPE and PILC cables with common
earth screen are investigated. The influence of ground return path on the travelling
wave is also studied by simulation.

In Chapter 3 options for single-sided PD monitoring are proposed. Two
approaches are investigated. One is based on an extra sensor at the detection side to
enable directional sensing for arrival of pulses; the other relies on additional ferrite
material to provide a clear recognizable reference reflection pulse from a far end.
Both approaches are verified by experiments.

Chapter 4 studies the relation between propagation time over the monitored cable
and the cable temperature for both XLPE and PILC cable with laboratory scale
experiments and with active cable connections. Dielectric spectrum measurement
for XLPE and paper insulation material is performed at different temperatures to
support interpretation. The propagation time is extracted from operating cable
systems and compared with their dynamic load. Hot spot along XLPE and PILC
cable can influence the cable characteristic impedance, which can be observed from
pulse reflection measurements.

Water ingress in PILC cable affects its signal propagation characteristics.
Chapter 5 describes laboratory experiments and their results. The feasibility to
detect water ingress in cable connections in service is discussed.

Chapter 6 elaborates on frequency domain techniques to monitor the power cable
condition which can become a realistic option for on-line application in future rather
than a time domain based technique. The feasibility to monitor the cable condition
in frequency domain on-line is evaluated by experiments.

Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions drawn throughout the thesis and gives
recommendations for future work.



Chapter 2

Models for cabling system

2.1 Introduction

The propagation characteristics of high frequency signals in an underground power
cable system are the basis for many power cable diagnostic techniques [10, 29]. In
particular, SCG is such a system that is based on partial discharge (PD). A PD
signal is a high frequency phenomenon compared to the power system frequency
50Hz. To interpret signals captured at the ends of a cable connection in terms
of PD magnitude and propagation time, the propagation path must be accurately
modeled. The traveling signal will be affected by components in the cable connection,
which consists of cables, cable joints and ring-main-units (RMUs). Each of these
components has influence on high frequency signal propagation and needs a model
for PD propagation interpretation. The underground power cable can be modeled
as a transmission line [30]. References [21, 31] provide a lumped component model
for RMU for high frequency phenomena. However, literature on models for a power
cable joint for high frequency signals is scarce. Besides, though models of single-core
and three-core cables are well investigated using transmission line theory [32, 33],
semiconducting layers are usually ignored in the model. Furthermore, previous
studies on SCG [13, 14, 21] focus on the “coaxial mode” of signal propagation, in
which the signal travels between core conductor and earth screen. Nevertheless,
earth may have effect on the transmission line model. In this chapter, a power cable
joint model in the high frequency range is proposed (Section 2.2); a single-core XLPE
cable model including semiconducting layer is studied (Section 2.3) and a model for
two types of three-core cables are presented (Section 2.4). Effect of the ground
return impedance on high frequency signal propagation is also investigated for both
single-core and three-core cables. It should be mentioned that in the analysis the
cable earth screen, which consists of copper wires, is considered as an equivalent
solid metallic layer. The helical structure effect on the electromagnetic field is not
analyzed. The PD sensor location is shortly discussed in Section 2.5 based on models

7
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in the previous sections. Section 2.6 summarizes the conclusions of this chapter.

2.2 Cable joint model

The model is dependent on the frequency range of interest. When the PD signal
propagates along the cable system for hundreds of meters or more, only frequency
components up to 5MHz [25] remain. On the other hand, if the partial discharge
signal arises just aside the joint and it is detected locally at the joint, the frequency
of interest can go up to 80MHz or beyond [34, 35].

There are different types of power cable joints, such as straight joint for paper-
insulated lead-covered (PILC) cable, straight joint for cross-linked polyethylene
(XLPE) insulated cable, transition joint, etc. However, they share similar design:
a metallic connector to connect the cable cores; insulation material around the
connector; a flexible metallic braid to connect the metallic outer layer of the cable
on each end. This implies that a generic cable joint model can be designed in which
the parameters can be adjusted to match measured behavior.

2.2.1 Transmission line theory

In the cable joint analysis, only the signal propagating with respect to earth screen
will be considered. The signal can be described in terms of a scalar voltage and
current by means of frequency domain Telegrapher’s equations:

−dU(x)

dx
= ZI(x)

−dI(x)

dx
= Y U(x)

(2.1)

where U(x) and I(x) are the voltage and current wave at distance x from the input;
Z is the distributed series impedance and Y is the distributed shunt admittance.
Figure 2.1 shows the concept of transmission line modeling [36]. The transmission
line can be characterized by two parameters: the characteristic impedance Zc and
the propagation coefficient γ

Zc =
√
Z/Y and γ =

√
ZY = α+ jβ. (2.2)

The real part of γ is the attenuation coefficient α. This frequency dependent
parameter describes how waves are distorted as they propagate through the
transmission line. The propagation velocity v can be derived from the imaginary
part of γ

v =
ω

β
, ω is the angular velocity. (2.3)
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UL

IL

Zc, γ ZL

x = 0 x = l

U0Ug

x l′ = l − x
Zg I0

Figure 2.1: Transmission line model. For cable with characteristic impedance Zc

and propagation coefficient γ, the source output impedance is Zg and the load is ZL.

The general solution for (2.1) is expressed as:

U(x) = U+
0 e−γx + U−0 eγx

I(x) = I+0 e−γx + I−0 eγx =
U+
0

Zc
e−γx − U−0

Zc
eγx.

(2.4)

Each term in U(x) and I(x) is a wave traveling either in forward or in backward
direction along the x axis [37]. Substituting the conditions at the far end,

UL = U(x = l), IL = I(x = l) (2.5)

into (2.4) leads to:

U+
0 =

1

2
(UL + ZcIL)eγl

U−0 =
1

2
(UL − ZcIL)e−γl

(2.6)

where l is the total length of the transmission line. The voltage reflection coefficient
(at the load ZL with UL = ILZL) ΓL is defined as the ratio of the reflected voltage
wave to the incident wave at the load, that is:

ΓL =
U−0 eγl

U+
0 e−γl

=
ZL − Zc
ZL + Zc

. (2.7)

The voltage transmission coefficient is the ratio of the transmitted wave to the
incident wave, that is:

τL = 1 + ΓL =
2ZL

ZL + Zc
. (2.8)
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2.2.2 S-parameters and ABCD-matrix

Linear two-port networks are characterized by a number of equivalent circuit
parameters, such as their transfer matrix, impedance matrix, admittance matrix,
and scattering matrix. At lower frequencies the transfer and impedance matrices
are commonly used, but at microwave frequencies they become difficult to measure
and therefore, the scattering matrix description is preferred. Figure 2.2 shows a
typical two-port network. The matrix elements S11, S12, S21 and S22 are referred to
as the scattering parameters or the S-parameters of the device under test (DUT).
The parameters S11, S22 have the meaning of reflection coefficients, and S21, S12,
the meaning of transmission coefficients. The traveling wave variables a1, b1 at port
1 and a2, b2 at port 2 are defined in terms of U1, I1, U2, I2 and real-valued positive
reference impedance Z0 as follows [36]:

a1 =
U1 + Z0I1

2
√
Z0

, a2 =
U2 − Z0I2

2
√
Z0

;

b1 =
U1 − Z0I1

2
√
Z0

, b2 =
U2 + Z0I2

2
√
Z0

.

(2.9)

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]

DUT

b2
U2

a2

I2

b1
U1

a1

I1

Figure 2.2: Two-port network.

In practice, the reference impedance is chosen to be Z0 = 50Ω for measurements.
Assume that the transmission line in Figure 2.1 is the DUT, Z0 = Zg = ZL, where Zg
is the source output impedance and ZL is the load impedance. The S-parameters can
be expressed in terms of transmission line parameters, which are the characteristic
impedance Zc and the propagation coefficient γ [38] (note that the object here is
considered to be a homogeneous transmission line and thus S11=S22, S12=S21):

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]
=

1

DS

[
(Z2

c − Z2
0 )sinhγl 2ZcZ0

2ZcZ0 (Z2
c − Z2

0 )sinhγl

]
(2.10)

where DS = 2ZcZ0coshγl+ (Z2
c +Z2

0 )sinhγl. Vice versa, it can be derived from
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(2.10) that [39]

γ(ω) =
1

l
cosh−1(

1− S2
11 + S2

21

2S21
)

Zc(ω) = Z0

√
(1 + S11)2 − S2

21

(1− S11)2 − S2
21

.

(2.11)

The input impedance can also be expressed with S-parameters:

Zin = Z0
1 + S11

1− S11
. (2.12)

The disadvantage of S-parameters is that they are not convenient to be used to model
cascaded systems. However, S-parameters can be converted to ABCD-matrix form
which is suitable for cascading. The ABCD-matrix is defined as:

[
U1

I1

]
=

[
A B
C D

] [
U2

I2

]
. (2.13)

Also it can be expressed in terms of S-parameters,
[
A B
C D

]
=

1

2S21

[
1 + S11 − S22 − dS (1 + S11 + S22 + dS)Z0

1−S11−S22+dS
Z0

1− S11 + S22 − dS

]
(2.14)

where dS = S11S22 − S12S21, and vice versa:
[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]
=

1

dA

[
Z0A+B − Z2

0C − Z0D 2Z0(AD −BC)
2Z0 −Z0A+B − Z2

0C + Z0D

]
(2.15)

where dA = Z0A+B + Z2
0C + Z0D. For a transmission line the ABCD-matrix can

be expressed as:
[
A B
C D

]
=

[
cosh(γl) Zcsinh(γl)

sinh(γl)/Zc cosh(γl)

]
. (2.16)

2.2.3 Model of cable joint under test

The cable joint used for the experiments is depicted in Figure 2.3a. The cable joint
design is based on an inner and outer joint. The inner joint was made of white
bulk molding compound (BMC) polyester (thermohardner). The connectors in the
joint were separated by tubes and spacers, both made of polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE). The space between the inner joint and the cast iron outer joint was filled
with 2-component polyurethane (brand name Lovinol). The lead sheath of the PILC
cables is connected by 50mm2 copper. Figure 2.3b shows a schematic drawing of
this joint. At both ends of the power cable joint, the cable lead sheath diameter is
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48mm; the cable outer diameter is 62mm; the joint outer diameter near both ends is
about 130mm and the joint outer diameter at the center is approximately 220mm.
The lengths of the PILC cable at both ends are about 14 cm and 15 cm; the total
length of the joint is 132 cm. Two approaches are considered to model this kind of
cable joints: one model is based on a lumped parameter description while the other
approximates the joint as a cascaded transmission line.

13 cm 22 cm

1.03m

48mm

14 cm 15 cm

62mm

2mm

3mm

(a) Geometry of the 10 kV oil-filled straight joint with extra pieces of the
connected power cable at both sides (14 cm for the left side and 15 cm for
the right side). These extra pieces of cables are considered to be part of
the cable joint.

insulating oil
Polyurethane

connectorPILC cable

Polyster inner jointcast iron outer joint

sealings
copper connection

(b) Schematic drawing of the 10 kV oil-filled straight joint.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of cable joint.
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Lj

Rjt

Cj

Rjt

Cj

Figure 2.4: Lumped parameter model for power cable joint (all three phases
together).

2.2.3.1 Lumped parameter model

For frequencies below 10MHz, lumped parameter modeling can be applied to the
power cable joint. This kind of modeling holds for frequencies, where the associated
wavelength is at least a factor ten larger than the cable joint length. Good results
can therefore be expected up to a frequency of a few tens of megahertz. Here
a modified PI model is proposed as shown in Figure 2.4 (note that the model is
for all phases together). The model consists of Lj , Cj and Rjt components. The
resistance represents the losses in the joint; the inductance and capacitance can
cause resonance at certain frequencies depending on the geometry and length of the
joint. By adjusting the values of the model components the predicted distortion of
a signal can be tuned to match experimental results.

2.2.3.2 Cascaded transmission line model

The power cable joint has basically a similar structure as a power cable, except that
its dimension changes along the length. Because of the inhomogeneous shape of a
power cable joint, compared with the power cable, it is non-uniform regarding the
electromagnetic field distribution. However, it remains a symmetric and enclosed
design. Since the diameter changes gradually over the joint length, a cascaded
transmission line is adopted, as shown in Figure 2.5. Similar to the lumped model,
the transmission line model is also for all phases together.

The non-uniform cable joint is divided into m sections. Each part is modeled as
a separate transmission line with its own characteristic impedance, Zi (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
and propagation coefficient, γi (1 ≤ i ≤ m); the length for each section is 4xi
(1 ≤ i ≤ m). All parameters (m, Zi, γi, 4xi) are dependent on the specific cable
joint geometry and applied materials. If m increases, the model approximates closer
to reality. However, with a higher value of m, the computation effort increases
and the difference between Zi−1, γi−1 and Zi, γi decreases, which means it is more
difficult to verify by experiment. The optimal model is a balance between accuracy
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and computational effort. The analysis of the proposed cascaded concept shown in

Z1γ1

∆x1

Z2γ2

∆x2

· · · Ziγi

∆xi

· · · · · · Zmγm

∆xm

Figure 2.5: Cascaded model for non-uniform transmission line.

Figure 2.5 is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The input and output can be expressed as:
[
Uin
Iin

]
=

[
A1 B1

C1 D1

]
· · ·
[
Ai Bi
Ci Di

]
· · ·
[
Am Bm
Cm Dm

] [
Um
Im

]
(2.17)

where them ABCD-matrices are corresponding to them transmission line segments.

Im

Z1, γ1,∆x1

Uin

Iin

Zi, γi,∆xiZ2, γ2,∆x2

U1 U2

· · ·

Zm, γm,∆xm

Ui

· · ·

Um

· · · · · ·

Figure 2.6: Cascaded transmission line model.

2.2.4 Cable joint measurement

In order to verify the proposed models in section 2.2.3, the S-parameters of a 10 kV
oil-filled 3-core PILC-PILC straight joint are measured and compared with the
models. This section first describes the measurement of the S-parameters and the
correction to compensate for measurement error. Next, both the lumped parameter
and the transmission line model are compared with experimental results. It should be
noted that the cable joint is measured off-line without energizing, and it is assumed
that energizing does not affect the measured results.

2.2.4.1 Measurement result and error correction

A HP 8753C Network Analyzer with HP 85047A S-parameters set is used for the S-
parameters test. The vector network analyzer is connected to both sides of the joint
under test with a 50Ω coaxial cable. The test set up is shown in Figure 2.7. The
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S-parameters are measured for the cable joint over the frequency range of 300 kHz-
800MHz. As discussed in [40], two distinct propagation modes exist in a symmetric
three-core connection, namely shield-to-phase (SP) mode between conductors and
earth screen and phase-to-phase (PP) mode between conductors. The analysis here
focuses on the SP mode because it is the detectable signal mode at the earth screen.
This mode is in particular of interest since a PD current sensor can be installed there
without safety hazards [6]. Therefore, in the experiment, the three phase conductors
are connected together. The connection between the network analyzer and the power
cable joint is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

50Ω

50Ω

50Ω

50Ω

S − parameters

cable joint under test

measurement cap

cable cable

Figure 2.7: S-parameters measurement on power cable joint.

For the experiment, a 50Ω coaxial measurement cable is used to connect the
network analyzer and DUT. Furthermore, an adaptor is needed to connect the
coaxial measurement cable and the power cable joint. This coaxial cable and the
adaptor connection will distort the measured S-parameters [41, 42]. According to
[42], the effect of the measurement cable is a phase shift in measured S-parameters. If
the measured ports are at distance lc1,c2 from the DUT, the corresponding electrical
phase shift for measured S-parameters is θc1,c2= βc1,c2lc1,c2, where βc1,c2 is the
phase coefficient (imaginary part of propagation coefficient). The distortion caused
by the coaxial measurement cable can be eliminated by network analyzer calibration.
Reference [41] pointed out that the adaptor can be modeled as a piece of lossless
transmission line plus a series inductance or a shunt capacitance depending on its
influence.

Figure 2.9 illustrates modeling of the adaptor by inductance/capacitance together
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50Ω measurement cable
power cable joint

adaptor

to the network analyzer

(a) Illustration of the connection between measurement cable to the
network analyzer and the DUT.

N type coaxial connector

(b) Schematic drawing of the measurement cap
(adaptor).

Figure 2.8: Transitional connection from the coaxial measurement cable to the power
cable joint.

with a piece of equivalent transmission line (4ladl and 4ladr). Here, a shunt
capacitance fits the measurement result best. The optimum values for the left
adaptor (4ladl and Cjl) are 4.26 cm, 2.4 pF and the results for the right adaptor
(4ladr and Cjr) are 5.01 cm, 3.8 pF. These correction parameters are obtained
in such a way that maximum repetition of the S-parameters phase from -π to
π is achieved, since the repetition phase indicates a cascaded transmission line
configuration. The obtained lengths of the adaptors are comparable with the physical
lengths. Details about the optimization is given in Appendix A.

Further study is performed to investigate the sensitivity of modeled parameters.
The transmission line lengths (4ladl and4ladr) are more critical than the capacitors
(Cjl and Cjr) for the S-parameters correction. A 1% increase in 4ladl, 4ladr, Cjr
and Cjl result in 0.02%, 0.26%, 0.02% and 0.05% change in the averaged error.
The average error is determined as the average error of the four S-parameters, each
being:

average

(∣∣S′ij − Sij
∣∣

∣∣S′ij
∣∣

)
(ij = 11, 12, 21, 22) (2.18)

where Sij is the corrected S-parameter with above mentioned 4ladl, 4ladr, Cjr and
Cjl, S′ij is the corrected S-parameter with 1% increase of 4ladl, 4ladr, Cjr and Cjl.
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[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]
Port 1 Port 2

DUT

[
Smeasured

]

l′c1 = lc1 + ∆ladl l′c2 = lc2 + ∆ladr

θc1 = βc1l
′
c1 θc2 = βc2l

′
c2

Z0 = 50Ω Z0 = 50Ω

Ljl Ljr

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]
Port 1 Port 2

DUT

[
Smeasured

]

θc1 = βc1l
′
c1 θc2 = βc2l

′
c2

Z0 = 50Ω Z0 = 50Ω
Cjl Cjr

or

l′c1 = lc1 + ∆ladl l′c2 = lc2 + ∆ladr

Figure 2.9: Modeling the combined effect of measurement cable and adaptor. lc1
and lc2 are lengths for the coaxial measurement cables, which are compensated by
calibration; the adaptors are represented by a piece of equivalent measurement cable
(4ladl for the left adaptor and 4ladr for the right adaptor) and inductance (Ljl for
the left adaptor and Ljr for the right adaptor) or capacitance (Cjl for the left adaptor
and Cjr for the right adaptor).

The measured and corrected S-parameters are shown in Figure 2.10. It can be seen
from the comparison that the measurement error is mainly in the phase shift but
hardly in the amplitude.

2.2.4.2 Results summary for model approximation

Both the lumped parameter model and the cascaded transmission line model are
adjusted to match the measurement result. For the lumped parameter model,
Lj , Cj and Rjt are optimized for the frequency range 300 kHz-10MHz. The best
fitting parameters are Lj=16.7 nH, Cj=0.43 nF and Rjt=6.4Ω. The measured S-
parameters are compared with modeled results in Figure 2.11.

For the cascaded transmission line model, a three-piece cascaded transmission
line is proposed to model the power cable joint under test as shown in Figure 2.12.
The first and third part of the transmission line represent the connected power
cable at both ends. The second transmission line represents the connecting part of
the joint, which causes the most noticeable impedance changes. The characteristic
impedance and propagation coefficient of the 12 kV three-phase PILC power cable are
available from [14]. The characteristic impedance is 10.0Ω (Z1 = Z3 = Zc) and the
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(d) S22 correction.

Figure 2.10: Comparison of the S-parameters before and after correction.

frequency dependent propagation coefficient (γ1 = γ3 = γ) are also known. Only the
lengths of end segments l1, l3 and the middle segment transmission line parameters
Z2, γ2, l2 (see Figure 2.12) are still to be determined. The best fitting results are
shown in Table 2.1. Since the insulation material permittivity for the power cable
joint does not differ too much from the power cable, the phase coefficient (β) is
taken equal to the value for the cable. For the attenuation, the relatively thicker
insulation layer radius is expected to increase the dielectric losses. The attenuation
coefficient α given in Table 2.1 is modified for the joint compared to the cable by
assuming a multiplicative factor. The section length and impedance are chosen such
that the model matches the measured S-parameters.

The modeled S-parameters and the measured values are shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between measured S-parameters (after correction) with
results from the lumped component model.

Table 2.1: Best fitting values for cascaded transmission line model. α and β are taken
from the measurement in typical MV cable as reference as explained in Appendix A.

l1(m) l3(m) Z2(Ω) γ2(m−1) l2(m)
0.35 0.34 111.4 8.6α+β 0.38

There is an artifact in all measured S-parameters around 125MHz, which may be
caused by the network analyzer [41]. Based on the analysis, it can be concluded
that the lumped parameter model can fit the measurement result up to the required
10MHz. The cascaded transmission line model can cover the frequency range from
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transmission line 1 transmission line 2 transmission line 3

Figure 2.12: Model of the cable joint as three pieces of transmission line.

300 kHz to 800MHz. The cascaded transmission line model is wider applicable (e.g.
for high frequency modeling focusing on joint itself) and therefore the utilization of
the cable joint model will focus on this approach.

2.2.5 Model application

In this section, the transmission line model is applied to model a straight joint
reflection 1103m away from an open end of a 150 kV XLPE cable, which was made
available for the measurement. Despite it is a high voltage cable joint, it shares
similar structure as a MV cable joint and the proposed model based on a MV
cable joint measurement can be applied. A pulse is injected into the open end.
The injected pulse will reflect at this point and is measured at the injection side.
The principle is shown in Figure 2.14a. The function generator is connected via
50Ω coaxial cable to both oscilloscope and power cable. The oscilloscope is placed
close to the function generator and the distance from the generator to the power
cable is about 47m. An adaptor is used to connect the coaxial cable to the power
cable. The measured injected pulse and reflected pulse are shown in Figure 2.15.
The first reflection after the injection is the pulse reflected from the adaptor while
the second reflection is from the straight joint. The characteristic impedance Zc
and propagation constant γc of the 150 kV cable are measured. Its impedance is
25.8Ω and the propagation velocity is 186m/µs. Also the measurement coaxial cable
and the adaptor are calibrated based on the reflected pulse upon an injection with
open/short load as discussed in reference [40]. The cable system can be described
with ABCD-matrix as:

[
A B
C D

]
=

[
Am Bm
Cm Dm

]
·
[
Aad Bad
Cad Dad

]
·
[
Ac1 Bc1
Cc1 Dc1

]
·
[
Aj Bj
Cj Dj

]
·
[
Ac2 Bc2
Cc2 Dc2

]

(2.19)

where the subscript m indicates the 50Ω measurement cable, “ad” indicates the
adaptor, “c1” indicates the power cable before the joint, “j” means joint and “c2”
refers to the power cable after the joint. The coaxial measurement cable and the
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Figure 2.13: Comparison between measured S-parameters and modeled values for
the cascaded transmission line model.

power cable are treated as transmission lines and the ABCD-matrix can be derived as
in (2.16) using the measured results. The adaptor is regarded as a series impedance.
Since it is calibrated during the measurement, its impedance is known and can be
written in terms of the ABCD-matrix:

[
Aad Bad
Cad Dad

]
=

[
1 Zad
0 1

]
. (2.20)

Employing (2.12) and (2.15), the input impedance of the cable system can be derived.
In order to simulate the reflections from the injection in the cable system, the
cable system is assumed to be connected to an ideal voltage source (zero internal
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impedance). The voltage source provides a pulse signal injected in the cable system.
The schematic simulation set up is shown in Figure 2.14b. Here, the injected pulse is
loaded with the cable system in series with a 50Ω impedance. Umeasure is the point
where the voltage is extracted to be compared with field measurement. The 50Ω
impedance matches the measurement cable’s impedance to avoid reflections from
the injection end between the source and the measurement cable. The injected and
reflected pulse can be obtained from:

Iinj + Iref =
Uinj

Zin + 50
(2.21)

where Iinj (Uinj) is the injected current (voltage) signal, Iref is the reflected current

straight joint

function generator

oscilloscope

1 MΩ

50 Ω
50Ω

(a) Field measurement set up for power cable joint model
verification.

straight jointvoltage source
50 Ω measurement cable

50 Ω
Umeasure

(b) Simulation set up for field measurement.

Figure 2.14: Illustration of field measurement and simulation.

signal and Zin is the input impedance of the cable connection. Since the cable joint
is connected at both ends with a power cable, transmission line 1 and 3 as in Figure
2.12 can be considered as part of these cables. The only undetermined parameters are
the straight joint’s impedance, its length and propagation coefficient (transmission
line 2 in Figure 2.12). These parameters are extracted by fitting the simulated
and measured waveforms. The propagation coefficient is determined by adjusting
the scaling factor for both real and imaginary part of the propagation coefficient of
the cable. The optimized parameters are summarized in Table 2.2. The modeled
reflection is shown in Figure 2.15. Detailed check at the reflection shows a positive
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Table 2.2: Best fitting parameters for cable joint in the field. αcbe and βcbe are taken
from the connected cable of the joint.

Zj(Ω) lj(m) x1 · αcbe + x2 · βcbe(m)
43 1 1·αcbe+1·βcbe

peak followed by a negative peak at 14.5µs. The positive peak can be interpreted
as signal reflected while entering the joint from the cable while the negative peak
can be interpreted as signal reflected while leaving the joint to the next cable.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison between measured and modeled reflection.

Besides the cascaded transmission line model, the lumped parameter model
is also simulated. Matching results with measurement were obtained as with the
cascaded transmission line model. The optimized parameters for the lumped model
are Lj = 0.15µH, Cj = 0.3 pF and Rjt = 1.5Ω. The joint capacitance Cj can
be omitted from the model because of its small value. The lumped model is
also applicable because the frequency components at the joint reflection are within
megahertz range due to the large cable length.

2.3 Single-core XLPE cable model

For high frequency signal propagation along the power cable, e.g. from a PD, a
transmission line model is normally used for a coaxial structure, such as a power
cable [30]. Reference [43] pointed out that detailed knowledge of the dielectric
properties of the semiconducting screens is needed, especially to include signal
attenuation, which is hard to obtain in practice. Reference [44] incorporated the
thickness of semiconducting layer into the insulation layer model to determine the
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characteristic impedance and propagation velocity. The attenuation was estimated
with measured permittivity of semiconducting material in reference [43]. In this
section, a model is proposed to predict the characteristic impedance, propagation
velocity and attenuation with the cable geometry and the material properties of
conductor, earth screen, XLPE and semiconducting layers. This model differs from
the one in reference [44] in the aspect that effects to both the distributed series
impedance and the distributed shunt admittance from the semiconducting layer are
considered. A typical cross-section of a single-core XLPE cable is shown in Figure
2.16a. The conductor is made of aluminum or copper. The conductor screen is a
semiconducting layer extruded around the conductor. Around the XLPE insulation,
there is the insulation screen which is also a semiconducting layer. In many modern
cables, semiconducting swelling tapes are wrapped around the insulation screen.
Because the electrical properties of this layer are similar to the insulation screen [45],
it is considered to be part of the insulation screen. The earth screen is a metallic
layer. An often-used construction is copper wires wrapped helically around the cable.
These wires are held into place by a counter-wound copper tape. An aluminum foil
may be wrapped over the wires and tapes. The outer sheath is usually polyethylene
(PE).

2.3.1 Parameter modeling

Reference [32] and [33] provide a general formulation of impedance and admittance
matrices of cables without considering semiconducting layer based on the
Telegrapher’s equation in frequency domain:

−dU

dx
= ZI

− dI

dx
= YU.

(2.22)

The voltages and currents are defined as in reference [40] taking the ground return
path into account:

U(z) = (Uc, Us)
T , I(z) = (Ic, Is)

T (2.23)

where Uc is the conductor voltage with respect to ground, Us is the earth screen
voltage with respect to ground; Ic is the current flowing through the conductor and
ground return path; Is is the current flowing in the earth screen and ground return
path. The basic formulas for the series impedance matrix (Z) and shunt admittance
matrix (Y) are summarized in Appendix B.1 and B.2 respectively. The addition of
semiconducting layers at both sides of the insulation as in Figure 2.16a affects the
cable’s transmission line parameters (Zc and γ). In the model that is presented here,
the semiconducting layers are dealt with as in reference [46]. The ground impedance
effect is also investigated based on reference [47].
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(a) Configuration of a single-core XLPE cable.
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r2
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r3
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outer sheath

(b) Combination of the semiconducting layers with conductors.

Figure 2.16: Typical single-core XLPE cable with semiconducting layers. The
conductor screen is combined with the conductor into an equivalent conductor, which
has a radius of the conductor plus the thickness of the conductor screen; the insulation
screen is included into the earth screen, leading to an equivalent earth screen whose
thickness is the sum of the insulation screen and the original earth screen.

2.3.1.1 Semiconducting layer impedance

The series impedance matrix (Z) in Appendix B.1 involves seven components,
z1 ∼ z7 as described e.g. in reference [32, 33]. The semiconducting layers do not
change z2 (relating to insulation), z6 (relating to outer jacket) and z7 (relating
to earth). The impedances z1, z3, z4 and z5 have to be adjusted to incorporate
the semiconducting layers and they are renamed here as z1,equ, z3,equ, z4,equ and
z5,equ. The seven components can be graphically represented as in Figure 2.17. The
derivation of the expressions for the equivalent impedances in (2.24)-(2.26) is given
in Appendix B.3.

The semiconducting layer around the conductor, the conductor screen in Figure
2.16a, can be merged with the conductor layer. The radius of the new combined
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z5,equ + z6 + z7 − z4,equ

Figure 2.17: Series impedance components.

layer (conductor plus conductor screen) equals the thickness of the semiconducting
layer plus the radius of the conductor, as shown in Figure 2.16b. It has an equivalent
outer impedance z1,equ:

z1,equ = zCSo −
z2CSm

zCo + zCSi
(2.24)

where the parameters in (2.24) are:

• conductor screen outer impedance

zCSo =
ρCSmCS

2πr2
coth[mCS(r2 − r1)] +

ρCS
2πr2(r2 + r1)

;

• conductor screen mutual impedance

zCSm =
ρCSmCS

π(r1 + r2)
csch[mCS(r2 − r1)];

• conductor outer impedance

zCo =
ρCmC

2πr1
coth(0.733mCr1) +

0.3179ρC
πr21

,

mC =

√
jωµ0µC
ρC

, µC = relative permeability of conductor;

• conductor screen inner impedance

zCSi =
ρCSmCS

2πr1
coth[mCS(r2 − r1)]− ρCS

2πr1(r2 + r1)
,

mCS =

√
jωµ0µCS
ρCS

, µCS = relative permeability of conductor screen.
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The semiconducting layer inside the earth screen, insulation screen in Figure
2.16a, can be merged with the earth screen layer. The thickness of the layer
becomes the sum of the semiconducting layer and the earth screen layer. The new
layer (insulation screen plus earth screen) has an equivalent inner impedance z3,equ,
mutual impedance z4,equ and outer impedance z5,equ:

z3,equ =
zISizISo + zISizSi − z2ISm

zISo + zSi
; (2.25)

z4,equ =
zISmzSm
zISo + zSi

; (2.26)

z5,equ = zSo −
z2Sm

zISo + zSi
. (2.27)

The parameters in (2.25)-(2.27) are defined as:

• internal impedance of insulation screen

zISi =
ρISmIS

2πr3
coth[mIS(r4 − r3)]− ρIS

2πr3(r4 + r3)

mIS =

√
jωµ0µIS
ρIS

, µIS = relative permeability of insulation screen;

• insulation screen outer impedance

zISo =
ρISmIS

2πr4
coth[mIS(r4 − r3)] +

ρIS
2πr4(r4 + r3);

• earth screen inner impedance

zSi =
ρSmS

2πr4
coth[mS(r5 − r4)]− ρS

2πr4(r4 + r5)

mS =

√
jωµ0µS
ρS

, µS = relative permeability of earth screen;

• insulation screen mutual impedance

zISm =
ρISmIS

π(r3 + r4)
csch[mIS(r4 − r3)];
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• screen outer impedance

zSo =
ρSmS

2πr5
coth[mS(r5 − r4)] +

ρS
2πr5(r5 + r4);

• screen mutual impedance

zSm =
ρSmS

π(r4 + r5)
csch[mS(r5 − r4)].

2.3.1.2 Semiconducting layer admittance

The basic derivation for the shunt admittance matrix (Y) is given in Appendix B.2.
Admittance y2 in Figure 2.18 is the admittance between the earth screen and the
earth which remains the same as in Appendix B.2 while y1 in Appendix B.2 has to
be altered to y1,equ when accounting for the semiconducting layers. As can be seen
in Figure 2.16b, the admittance between the conductor and the conductor shield is
given by the combination of the main insulation layer (yXLPE) and both insulation
screens (yCS and yIS) [46]:

y1,equ

y2

∆x
Ic

UcIs

Us

x x + ∆x

Earth

Earth screen

Conductor

Ic + ∆Ic

Is + ∆Is

Conductor screen

Insulation screenInsulation

Jacket

Figure 2.18: Shunt admittance components: y1,equ is the admittance between the
conductor and the earth screen and it takes the semiconducting layers into account;
y2 is the admittance between earth screen and earth.

1

y1,equ
=

1

yCS
+

1

yXLPE
+

1

yIS

yCS =
jω2πεCS

ln r2r1
, yXLPE =

jω2πε0εXLPE
ln r3r2

, yIS =
jω2πεIS

ln r4r3
where

εCS = ε0εCSr + 1/jωρCS , εIS = ε0εISr + 1/jωρIS .

(2.28)

2.3.1.3 Ground impedance

A simplified closed-form approximation for ground return impedance was proposed
by Saad [48], as given in (B.13) in Appendix B.1. Papadopoulos and his colleagues
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claimed that this earth impedance model has its limitation because it neglects the
influence of the earth to the shunt admittance [49]. These authors gave general
expressions to calculate the effect of earth return impedance on underground single-
core power cables by utilizing numerical integration techniques [47]. Figure 2.19
shows the geometric configuration of a single-core underground cable buried in the
earth.

Air

Earth
h

µA, εA, σA = 0

µE , εE , σE

R

Figure 2.19: Geometric configuration of a single-core underground cable; µA and
µE are the relative permeabilities for air and earth; εA and εE are the relative
permittivities for air and earth; air conductivity σA is assumed to be 0.

The self earth impedance can be evaluated by [49]:

zs =
jωµ0µE

2π

∫ +∞

0

Fs(λ)cos(Rλ) dλ

Fs(λ) =
1− e−2aEh

aE
+

2µAe−2aEh

aEµA + aAµE

(2.29)

where

aA =
√
λ2 + γ2A + k2x, aE =

√
λ2 + γ2E + k2x

γ2A = jωµA(σA + jωεA), γ2E = jωµE(σE + jωεE)

kx = ω
√
µEεE .

This expression for zs is an alternative way to calculate z7 rather than using (B.13).
To include the influence of the earth on the shunt admittances, the self earth
admittance ys can be calculated as:

ys = jωP−1s

Ps =
jω

2π(σE + jωε0εE)

∫ +∞

0

(Fs(λ) +Gs(λ))cos(Rλ) dλ

Gs(λ) =
2µAµEaE(γ2E − γ2A)e−2haE

(aEµA + aAµE)(aEγ2AµE + aAγ2EµA)
.

(2.30)

The infinite integration is realized by quasi-Monte Carlo integration [50].
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2.3.2 Analysis of single-core cable

To include the semiconducting layers and the ground effect into cable modeling, Z
and Y in (2.22) can be expressed as:

Z =

[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22

]
(2.31)

Z11 = z1,equ + z2 + z3,equ + z5,equ + z6 + zs − 2z4,equ

Z12 = Z21 = z5,equ + z6 + zs − z4,equ
Z22 = z5,equ + z6 + zs

Y =

[
Y 11 Y 12
Y 21 Y 22

]
= jω(P + PE)−1 (2.32)

P =

[
P11 P12
P21 P22

]
= jω

[
y1,equ −y1,equ
−y1,equ y1,equ + y2

]−1

PE =

[
Ps Ps
Ps Ps

]

where P is the potential coefficient matrix and PE is the self earth potential
coefficient matrix. To implement the model, practical parameters of a 220 kV single-
core XLPE cable are assigned to the structure in Figure 2.16a and are listed in
Table 2.3. Figure 2.20 shows the results obtained for the impedance and admittance
matrix coefficients based on the values given in the table.

2.3.2.1 Modal decomposition

Because in reality zs is much larger than other impedances and Ps is much smaller
than other potential coefficients, it is observed in Figure 2.20 that:

Z12 = Z21 ∼= Z22, Y 12 = Y 21 = −Y 11. (2.33)

In order to obtain the decoupled coaxial mode and ground mode, the following
transformation is applied, as in reference [40]:

U(x) = TUUm(x), I(x) = TIIm(x). (2.34)

From equation (2.22) and (2.34), it can be deduced that:

d2Um(x)

d2x
= TU

−1ZYTUUm(x) = ZmYmUm(x)

d2Im(x)

d2x
= TI

−1YZTIIm(x) = YmZmIm(x)

(2.35)
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Figure 2.20: Impedance matrix components (a) and admittance matrix components
(b) for single-core power cable.
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Table 2.3: Parameters of a 220 kV single-core XLPE cable; geometric data are from
cable datasheet; ρC and ρS are taken for the specific material; εXLPE is from [51];
ρCS , ρIS , εCSr, εISr, εE and σE are from [46, 49, 52]. Note εCSr and εISr have
complex values and are frequency dependent in practice; εE and σE depend on soil
conditions.

ρC(Ωm) resistivity of conductor (aluminum) 2.82·10−8
ρCS(Ωm) resistivity of conductor screen 0.01
ρIS(Ωm) resistivity of insulation screen 0.01
ρS(Ωm) resistivity of earth screen 1.68·10−8
r1(mm) radius of conductor 28.2
r2(mm) radius of conductor screen 30.7
r3(mm) radius of insulation 47.8
r4(mm) radius of insulation screen 50.0
r5(mm) radius of earth screen 50.5
r6(mm) radius of outer jacket 51
εCSr relative permittivity of conductor screen 1000
εISr relative permittivity of insulation screen 1000
εXLPE relative permittivity of XLPE insulation 2.26-j0.001
εE relative permittivity of earth 10
ε0(F/m) vacuum permittivity 8.85·10−12
µ0(H/m) vacuum permeability 4π · 10−7

σE(S/m) conductivity of earth 0.01
h(m) burial depth 1.4
all relative permeabilities are taken to be 1

where Zm = TU
−1ZTI and Ym = TI

−1YTU. TU (TI) is the transformation
matrix of the core and sheath voltages (currents). It consists of the eigenvectors
that are associated with the eigenvalues of ZY (YZ) present in the diagonal matrix
λU (λU = diag.(λ1, λ2)) [53], such that:

ZmYm = YmZm = TU
−1ZYTU = TI

−1YZTI = λU . (2.36)

The propagation coefficient γk of the kth (k = 1, 2) mode is equal to the square root
of the kth eigenvalue of ZY (YZ):

γk =
√
λk = αk + jβk (2.37)

where αk is the attenuation coefficient and βk is the phase coefficient. The modal
velocity vk is obtained from

vk =
ω

βk
ω is the angular velocity. (2.38)
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The modal characteristic impedances are obtained from

Zc,m =

√
Zm

Ym
(2.39)

where Zc,m = diag.(Zc1, Zc2) contains the modal characteristic impedances.
Matrices Zm and Ym are diagonal and the division in (2.39) is defined only for
diagonal matrix components. According to the feature of matrix Z and Y in (2.33),
the modal voltage and current can be derived with the following TU and TI matrices

TU =

[
1 1
0 1

]
, TI =

[
1 0
−1 1

]
. (2.40)

With equation (2.34), the modal voltages and currents are derived:

Um(z) = TU
−1U(z)

=

[
1 −1
0 1

] [
Uc
Us

]
=

[
Uc − Us
Us

]

Im(z) = TI
−1I(z)

=

[
1 0
1 1

] [
Ic
Is

]
=

[
Ic

Ic + Is

]
.

(2.41)

It is observed from (2.41) that the conductor and sheath voltage are completely
decoupled into the voltage between the conductor and sheath (the coaxial mode)
and the sheath voltage. Likewise, the currents are also decoupled into the conductor
current (coaxial mode) and the ground current. This transformation matches the
experimental result in reference [54]. Thus two modes are derived: one is the coaxial
mode and the other is the ground return mode. For convenience, the transmission
line parameters for the two modes are referred to as coaxial mode characteristic
impedance Zcc, ground return mode characteristic impedance Zcg, coaxial mode
velocity vcc, ground return mode velocity vcg, coaxial mode attenuation αcc and
ground return mode attenuation αcg.

2.3.2.2 Ground return mode elimination

Besides the modal decomposition to separate the coaxial mode and ground return
mode, the coaxial mode can also be extracted from the original Telegrapher’s
equation (2.22). For the coaxial mode of single-core power cable discussed in [44, 55],
the earth screen voltage is assumed to be zero and the current flowing through the
conductor is assumed to be coming back through the earth screen because there is
no ground return path. These assumptions lead to:

Us = 0, Ic = −Is. (2.42)
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Combining (2.22), (2.23), (2.31) and (2.32),

d

dz

[
Uc
Us

]
= −

[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22

] [
Ic
Is

]
(2.43)

d

dz

[
Ic
Is

]
= −

[
Y 11 Y 12
Y 21 Y 22

] [
Uc
Us

]
. (2.44)

Substituting the condition of (2.42) in (2.43) and utilizing the condition in (2.33),

d

dz

[
Uc
]

= −
[
Z11− Z21

] [
Ic
]
. (2.45)

Similarly, for equation (2.44)

[
Uc
Us

]
= −

[
Y 11 Y 12
Y 21 Y 22

]−1
d

dz

[
Ic
Is

]

[
Uc
]

= −
[
p11− p21

] d
dz

[
Ic
]

d

dz

[
Ic
]

= −
[
p11− p21

]−1 [
Uc
]

(2.46)

where
[
p11 p12
p21 p22

]
=

[
Y 11 Y 12
Y 21 Y 22

]−1
.

With (2.45) and (2.46), the Telegrapher’s equations for single-core power cable with
ground return path are converted to the ones ignoring ground return impedance,
which leaves only the coaxial mode. The modeled transmission line parameters
(characteristic impedance, velocity and attenuation) derived from ground mode
elimination are referred to as Zcre, vcre, αcre.

2.3.3 Simulation result

Two approaches are introduced in Section 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 to model the cable
with ground return path. The first approach decouples the signal propagation into
coaxial mode and ground return mode while the second approach eliminates the
ground from model completely. Modeled transmission line parameters from these
two approaches are compared with measured results. The measurement results are
the same as in [55] and the measurement was performed as described in [40]. The
characteristic impedances are shown in Figure 2.21. It can be seen that by including
the ground into the model, the coaxial mode impedance Zcc and the ground return
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Figure 2.21: Characteristic impedance comparison; Zcc and Zcg are the coaxial mode
impedance and ground return mode impedance calculated from the modal analysis as
in Section 2.3.2.1; Zcre is the coaxial mode impedance after ground mode elimination
as in Section 2.3.2.2.
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Figure 2.22: Propagation velocity comparison; vcc and vcg are the coaxial mode
velocity and ground return mode velocity calculated from the modal analysis; vcre is
the coaxial mode velocity after ground mode elimination.

mode impedance Zcg can be extracted from the modal analysis while after ground
mode elimination, only the coaxial mode impedance Zcre remains. Error from Zcc
and Zcre to measured coaxial mode impedance is within 1%. The propagation
velocity and the attenuation are shown in Figure 2.22 and 2.23. It can be observed
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Figure 2.23: Attenuation comparison; αcc and αcg are the coaxial mode attenuation
and ground return mode attenuation calculated from the modal analysis; αcre is the
coaxial mode attenuation after ground mode elimination.

that the ground return mode has much lower propagation velocity and much higher
attenuation compared with the coaxial mode. The coaxial mode from modal analysis
is close to the result after elimination of the ground mode. Mismatch between the
measured velocity and coaxial mode velocity vcc from modal analysis (vcre from
ground mode elimination) is about 5%. Modeled coaxial mode attenuation is about
88% less than the measured one.

Though the characteristic impedance and propagation velocity are in good
agreement between the modeled results and measured ones, the difference between
the measured and modeled attenuation is significant. Since the input parameters
for the model in Table 2.3 are typical values, they can be largely different from the
cable under test, especially the parameters for the semiconducting layers (ρCS , ρIS
and εCSr, εISr) and the earth path (εE and σE). To explore possible causes for the
difference in attenuation, sensitivity study is performed by varying the parameters
ρCS , ρIS , εCSr, εISr, εE and σE and checking their effect on attenuation (αcc and
αcre). It is found out that εCSr and εISr hardly have any influence on the attenuation
(neither enlarging them 10 times nor adding an imaginary part of εCSr and εISr up
to tan δ=0.01 makes a noticeable change for the attenuation). εE and σE affect the
ground return mode rather than the coaxial mode propagation. The resistivity of
the semiconducting layers dominates the attenuation as is illustrated in Figure 2.24.
A nonlinear dependency observed when the resistivity is varied with respect to the
nominal value (from Table 2.3). With increasing the resistivity of the semiconducting
layers, the attenuation becomes lower.

The response of a 100m length cable with parameters as in Table 2.3 upon an
applied pulse signal is simulated. The simulation setup is shown in Figure 2.25.
The time domain response in terms of voltage over the characteristic impedance and
current through the load impedance is shown in Figure 2.26. It can be observed
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Figure 2.24: Attenuation dependency upon 40% variation of the resistivity of the
semiconducting layers with respect to the value taken from Table 2.3; attenuation
ratio is the averaged value in the frequency range up to 10MHz.

that the injected voltage pulse is raised at the output because the load impedance
is higher than the cable characteristic impedance. Also the current pulse flowing
through the conductor and ground path is almost opposite to the current pulse
flowing through the earth screen and the ground path, which indicates that there is
indeed almost no current flowing in the ground mode.

Earth
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Icout

IsoutScreen

Figure 2.25: Simulation setup of the single-core XLPE cable with 50Ω load.

2.4 Three-core cable models

The three-core cable is analyzed similar to the single-core cable. The general
formulation to calculate the series impedance matrix Z and shunt admittance matrix
Y can be found in Appendix C. Figure 2.27 shows two examples of configurations.
The conductors in the PILC cable in Figure 2.27a consist of sectors which will be
approximated as equivalent circles for analysis. The conductors of the XLPE cable in
Figure 2.27b are each surrounded by semiconducting layers. Both cable types share
the 3-fold symmetry and can be analyzed with the general method in reference [33],
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Figure 2.26: Pulse response of the single-core XLPE cable with 50Ω load. Voltage
(left scale) and current (right scale) are shown for injected pulse and its responses at
the far end.

see Appendix C. The detailed parameters of a 12.5/12.5 kV PILC cable and a 10 kV
XLPE cable are listed in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.27: Three-core PILC cable and XLPE cable geometry.

2.4.1 Parameter modeling

Both series impedance and shunt admittance are 4 by 4 matrices containing
components related to the three-phase conductors and the earth screen. According
to reference [33], they can be subdivided into four contributions.
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Table 2.4: Parameters of a 12.5/12.5 kV PILC and a 10 kV XLPE three-core cable;
geometric data are from cable datasheet; ρC and ρS are taken for the specific material;
εPILC is from [14], εXLPE is from [51] and εOJ is from [56]; ρCS , ρIS , εCSr, εISr,
εE and σE are from [46, 49, 52]. Note εCSr and εISr have complex values and are
frequency dependent in practice; εE and σE depend on soil conditions.

parameter description value for PILC value for XLPE
ρC(Ωm) resistivity of conductor (aluminum) 2.82·10−8 2.82·10−8
ρCS(Ωm) resistivity of conductor screen 0.01
ρIS(Ωm) resistivity of insulation screen 0.01
ρS(Ωm) resistivity of earth screen 2.20·10−8 1.68·10−8

r1(mm) equivalent radius of conductor for PILC
(radius of conductor for XLPE) 6.5 8.55

r2(mm) radius of conductor screen 9.35
r3(mm) radius of insulation 12.75
r4(mm) radius of insulation screen 14.00
dk(mm) 10.4 16.13
rp1(mm) 20.7 29.50
rp2(mm) 22.7 30.50
rp3(mm) 24.7 31.50
rp4(mm) 33.00
θ 2π

3

εPILC
relative permittivity of oil-impregnated
paper insulation 3.5-0.1j

εXLPE relative permittivity of XLPE insulation 2.26-0.001j
εCSr relative permittivity of conductor screen 1000
εISr relative permittivity of insulation screen 1000
εOJ relative permittivity of outer jacket 2.3 2.3
εE relative permittivity of earth 10 10
ε0(F/m) vacuum permittivity 8.85·10−12 8.85·10−12
µ0(H/m) vacuum permeability 4π · 10−7 4π · 10−7

σE(S/m) conductivity of earth 0.01 0.01
h(m) burial depth 0.7 0.7
all relative permeabilities are taken to be 1

Z = Zi + Zp + Zc + ZE (2.47)

Y = jωP−1

P = Pi + Pp + Pc + PE

(2.48)
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These contributions are related to

• conductor internal impedance Zi and potential coefficient Pi;

• earth screen internal impedance Zp and potential coefficient Pp;

• connection impedance Zc and potential coefficient Pc;

• earth return impedance ZE and potential coefficient PE.

The implementation of the method from reference [33] for the cable configuration
shown in Figure 2.27 is discussed in Appendix C.1.

2.4.2 Analysis of three-core cables

Similar to the single-core power cable, two approaches are introduced to model
transmission line parameters for three-core cables. One is through modal analysis
and the other is by matrix manipulation.

2.4.2.1 Modal analysis

Because of the four-conductor structure, the voltage U and current I can be
expressed as

U = (U1, U2, U3, Us)
T , I = (I1, I2, I3, Is)

T (2.49)

where Uk (k = 1, 2, 3) are the conductor voltages with respect to ground, Us is
the screen voltage with respect to ground; Ik (k = 1, 2, 3) are the currents flowing
through the conductors to ground, Is is the current through the screen to ground.
The shunt admittance matrix Y and series impedance matrix Z components are:

Y =




Y 11 Y 12 Y 13 Y 14
Y 21 Y 22 Y 23 Y 24
Y 31 Y 32 Y 33 Y 34
Y 41 Y 42 Y 43 Y 44


 = jω




P11 P12 P13 P14
P21 P22 P23 P24
P31 P32 P33 P34
P41 P42 P43 P44




−1

Z =




Z11 Z12 Z13 Z14
Z21 Z22 Z23 Z24
Z31 Z32 Z33 Z34
Z41 Z42 Z43 Z44


 .

(2.50)

The distributed ground impedance zs is much larger than other impedances and
ground potential coefficient Ps much smaller than other potential coefficients.
Similar to the results for single-core cable in (2.33), it is observed that:
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Z11 = Z22 = Z33

Z12 = Z13 = Z21 = Z23 = Z31 = Z32

Z14 = Z24 = Z34 = Z41 = Z42 = Z43 ∼= Z44 (2.51)

P11 = P22 = P33

P12 = P13 = P21 = P23 = P31 = P32

P14 = P24 = P34 = P41 = P42 = P43 = P44. (2.52)

The modal voltage and current can be defined as:

Um = (Um1, Um2, Um3, Um4)T , Im = (Im1, Im2, Im3, Im4)T . (2.53)

The transform matrices TU and TI for modal analysis are chosen as:

TU =




1 2
3

1
3 1

1 − 1
3

1
3 1

1 − 1
3 − 2

3 1
0 0 0 1


 , TI =




1
3

4
3

2
3 0

1
3 − 2

3
2
3 0

1
3 − 2

3 − 4
3 0

−1 0 0 1


 . (2.54)

Similar to (2.36), TV
−1ZYTV = TI

−1YZTI is diagonal with eigenvalues as matrix
components which are related to the modal parameters as (2.37)-(2.39).

TU
−1ZYTU = TI

−1YZTI =




λm1 0 0 0
0 λm2 0 0
0 0 λm3 0
0 0 0 λm4


 . (2.55)

Both TU
−1ZYTU and TI

−1YZTI lead to diagonal matrices. According to (2.36),
the diagonal elements (λm1, λm2, λm3 and λm4) relate to the propagation coefficients
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of the propagation modes inside the cable. The modal voltages and currents are:

Um(x) = TU
−1U(x)

=




Um1

Um2

Um3

Um4


 =




1
3

1
3

1
3 −1

1 −1 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 1


U(x)

=




1
3 [(U1 − Us) + (U2 − Us) + (U3 − Us)]

U1 − U2

U2 − U3

Us




Im(x) = TI
−1I(x)

=




Im1

Im2

Im3

Im4


 =




1 1 1 0
1
2 − 1

2 0 0
0 1

2 − 1
2 0

1 1 1 1


 I(x) =




I1 + I2 + I3
1
2 (I1 − I2)
1
2 (I2 − I3)

I1 + I2 + I3 + Is


 . (2.56)

Reference [40] decomposes the propagation modes in a three-core power cable with
common earth screen into three uncoupled modes: the shield-to-phase (SP) mode
and two phase-to-phase (PP) modes while the ground mode is not considered. The
SP mode travels in the propagation channel between shield and the three phases
together. The PP modes travel in the propagation channel between two conductors.
The SP mode is expressed as:

Usp =
1

3
(Ucs1 + Ucs2 + Ucs3)

Isp = Ics1 + Ics2 + Ics3 (2.57)

where the subscript sp indicates the SP channel; Ucsk(k=1,2,3) is the voltage of the
kth conductor with respect to the earth screen; Icsk(k = 1, 2, 3) is the current flowing
through the kth conductor and returning via the earth screen.

The voltage and current of the PP channels are defined as:

Upp,1 = Ucs1 − Ucs2 Upp,2 = Ucs2 − Ucs3
Ipp,1 =

1

2
(Ics1 − Ics2) Ipp,2 =

1

2
(Ics2 − Ics3). (2.58)

Mode m1 according to (2.56) matches the SP mode in (2.57). This indicates that
the characteristic impedance and the propagation coefficient of the SP mode can be
derived from the model including ground return impedance through decoupling.

The m2 and m3 modes, which are obtained from the second and third rows in
(2.56) are equivalent to the PP modes in (2.58). The fourth row in (2.56) corresponds
to mode m4 which indicates the ground return mode.
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2.4.2.2 Ground return mode elimination

Similar to the assumption in (2.42) for the single-core cable model without ground
return path, a coaxial state with SP and PP mode transmission line parameters can
be derived when assuming that:

Us = 0, Is = −(I1 + I2 + I3). (2.59)

This assumption leads (2.22) to:

d

dz



U1

U2

U3


 = −



Z1
Z2
Z3





I1
I2
I3


 (2.60)

where

Z1 =



Z11− Z14
Z12− Z14
Z13− Z14



T

, Z2 =



Z21− Z24
Z22− Z24
Z23− Z24



T

, Z3 =



Z31− Z34
Z32− Z34
Z33− Z34



T

d

dz



I1
I2
I3


 = −



P1
P2
P3



−1 

U1

U2

U3


 (2.61)

where


P1
P2
P3


 =



p11− p14 p12− p14 p13− p14
p21− p24 p22− p24 p23− p24
p31− p34 p32− p34 p33− p34




and



p11 p12 p13 p14
p21 p22 p23 p24
p31 p32 p33 p34
p41 p42 p43 p44


 =




Y 11 Y 12 Y 13 Y 14
Y 21 Y 22 Y 23 Y 24
Y 31 Y 32 Y 33 Y 34
Y 41 Y 42 Y 43 Y 44




−1

.

Because of the conditions in (2.51) and (2.52), the 3 × 3 Z and Y matrices are
symmetrical after the row elimination and the SP and PP mode transmission line
parameters can be derived following reference [40].

2.4.3 Simulation result

The transmission line parameters and the comparison with measurement as in
reference [40] are discussed separately for PILC and XLPE cable. In addition, pulse
propagation along a PILC cable considering the ground return path is simulated.
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2.4.3.1 Transmission line parameters for PILC cable

The transmission line parameters are compared between modeling and measurement
in Figure 2.28, 2.29 and 2.30. The measurements are conducted by injection of
pulses [14]. For the SP mode, Zm1 (equivalent to SP mode) from modal analysis
and Zsp from ground mode elimination have around 7% inaccuracy with respect
to the measurement; vm1 (equivalent to SP mode) from modal analysis and vsp
from ground mode elimination have around 5% inaccuracy. For the PP mode, Zm2

or Zm3 (equivalent to PP mode) from modal analysis and Zpp from ground mode
elimination have around 8% inaccuracy; vm2 or vm3 (equivalent to PP mode) from
modal analysis and vpp from ground mode elimination have around 5% inaccuracy.
The modeled attenuations (SP and PP mode) have 22% deviation compared with
the measured results. These deviations may come from the sector shape of the
conductor and the difference in the permittivity of the oil-impregnated paper.
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Figure 2.28: Characteristic impedance comparison; Zpp is the PP mode
characteristic impedance; Zsp is the SP mode characteristic impedance; Zm1

(equivalent to SP mode), Zm2, Zm3 (equivalent to PP mode) and Zm4 (equivalent
to ground mode) are calculated via modal analysis as in Section 2.4.2.1; calculated
Zpp and Zsp are the results after elimination of ground mode as in Section 2.4.2.2.

For the cable model including ground return path, the modal analysis can extract
the SP/PP mode parameters (coaxial mode) and ground return mode parameters.
Ground mode elimination method provides results close to the SP and PP mode
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Figure 2.29: Propagation velocity comparison; vpp is the PP mode velocity; vsp is
the SP mode velocity; vm1 (equivalent to SP mode), vm2, vm3 (equivalent to PP mode)
and vm4 (equivalent to ground mode) are calculated via modal analysis as in Section
2.4.2.1; calculated vpp and vsp are the results after elimination of ground mode as in
Section 2.4.2.2.
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Figure 2.30: Attenuation comparison; αpp is the PP mode attenuation; αsp is the SP
mode attenuation; αm1 (equivalent to SP mode), αm2, αm3 (equivalent to PP mode)
and αm4 (equivalent to ground mode) are calculated via modal analysis as in Section
2.4.2.1; calculated αpp and αsp are the results after elimination of ground mode as in
Section 2.4.2.2.

transmission line parameters, which indicates that the assumption in (2.59) is valid.
Similar to the single-core cable result, the ground return mode has much higher
attenuation than other modes and much lower propagation velocity.
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2.4.3.2 Transmission line parameters for XLPE cable

Similar to the PILC power cable, modal analysis and matrix manipulation are
applied to XLPE cable to extract the transmission line parameters. The transmission
line parameters derived from modal analysis and row elimination compared with
measurement as in [40] are shown in Figure 2.31, 2.32 and 2.33.
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Figure 2.31: Characteristic impedance comparison; Zpp is the PP mode
characteristic impedance; Zsp is the SP mode characteristic impedance; Zm1

(equivalent to SP mode), Zm2, Zm3 (equivalent to PP mode) and Zm4 (equivalent
to ground mode) are calculated via modal analysis as in Section 2.4.2.1; calculated
Zpp and Zsp are the results after elimination of ground mode as in Section 2.4.2.2.

The measured characteristic impedance and attenuation show a sharp peak
near 8.5MHz because that the injected square pulse (115 ns width '1/8.5MHz)
has no energy at that frequency. Above approximately 7MHz the experimentally
determined values for the attenuation and propagation velocity become less reliable
anyway, since higher frequencies are strongly attenuated after travelling back and
forth through the power cable [40]. Both cable models can derive the SP and PP
mode transmission line parameters. However, the modal analysis can also extract
the ground return mode parameters. The ground return mode has much higher
attenuation than the other modes and much lower propagation velocity. It should be
noted that due to the Bessel function in (C.4), (C.6) and (C.7), modeled parameters
(all the calculated values in Figure 2.31, 2.32 and 2.33) above 2MHz become
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Figure 2.32: Propagation velocity comparison; vpp is the PP mode velocity; vsp is
the SP mode velocity; vm1 (equivalent to SP mode), vm2, vm3 (equivalent to PP mode)
and vm4 (equivalent to ground mode) are calculated via modal analysis as in Section
2.4.2.1; calculated vpp and vsp are the results after elimination of ground mode as in
Section 2.4.2.2.
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Figure 2.33: Attenuation comparison; αpp is the PP mode attenuation; αsp is the SP
mode attenuation; αm1 (equivalent to SP mode), αm2, αm3 (equivalent to PP mode)
and αm4 (equivalent to ground mode) are calculated via modal analysis as in Section
2.4.2.1; calculated αpp and αsp are the results after elimination of ground mode as in
Section 2.4.2.2.

divergent and they are linearly extrapolated up to 10MHz. The extrapolation
matches the measured results. For the SP mode, Zm1 (equivalent to SP mode) from
modal analysis and Zsp from ground mode elimination have around 28% inaccuracy
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compared with the measurement result; vm1 (equivalent to SP mode) from modal
analysis and vsp from ground mode elimination have around 15% inaccuracy. For the
PP mode, Zm2 or Zm3 (equivalent to PP mode) from modal analysis and Zpp from
ground mode elimination have around 24% inaccuracy; vm2 or vm3 (equivalent to
PP mode) from modal analysis and vpp from ground mode elimination have around
5% and 6% inaccuracy respectively. The modeled attenuations (SP and PP mode)
have 22% deviation compared with the measured results. These deviations may
come from the unprecise estimated parameters of the semiconducting materials.

2.4.3.3 Pulse propagation simulation

To further analyze the ground return path effect on high frequency propagation,
a pulse propagation simulation is performed for PILC cable. The pulse response
simulation setup is shown in Figure 2.34. The responses are shown in Figure 2.35.
The current through the three conductors are equal, the current flowing in the screen
is about 3 times of the conductor current, which means that the screen current is
the sum of the three conductor currents, indicating a minor current flowing through
the ground path.

Earth

Conductor 3
Ic3inUcin

50 Ω
Isin

Ic3out

IsoutScreen

Conductor 2
Ic2in Ic2out

Conductor 1
Ic1in Ic1out

Figure 2.34: Simulation setup of the three-core PILC cable with 50Ω load.

2.5 Ground impedance indication for PD sensor location

Reference [14] described all options to put the inductive sensor at a cable terminal
to detect PD signals. However the effect of ground return impedance was not
analyzed in detail. This section aims to verify whether the ground return path
can be neglected in interpreting detected signals.

Figure 2.36 shows the possible locations for inductive partial discharge sensor.
The sensor can be put either around the earth connection (EC) or around the
past last earth connection (PLEC) part. Correspondingly, the sensor measures the
conductor current Ic and the earth screen current Is. According to the cable model
considering the ground return impedance, it can be observed that the ground return
loop always has high attenuation (as in Figure 2.23 for single-core cable and Figure
2.30 and 2.33 for three-core cable) and the propagation velocity is lower (as in Figure
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Figure 2.35: Voltage (left scale) and current (right scale) are shown for injected
pulse and its responses at the far end.
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Figure 2.36: Illustration of partial discharge sensor location, Zearth represents the
ground impedance.

2.22 for single-core cable and Figure 2.29 and 2.32 for three-core cable). Simulation
shows that the current signal through the screen sheath is almost equal to the sum
of the current in the conductors. This indicates that little signal propagates through
the ground loop. Thus the inductive sensor around either EC or PLEC can detect
similar propagation signals. It must be noted that the signal to noise ratio may
differ significantly between both options, since the ground connections are more
susceptible for picking up common mode noise from the environment [6].

2.6 Conclusion

A lumped model and a cascaded transmission line model to described PD signal
propagation/reflection through power cable joints are proposed. The lumped model
is suitable for the frequency range 300 kHz to 10MHz. The transmission line model
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can cover frequencies up to 800MHz. The joint models are developed based on a
measurement of a 10 kV 3-core PILC straight joint and the transmission line model
is successfully used to model the reflection for a 150 kV single-core XLPE cable
joint. The transmission line model also covers the frequency range of the lumped
parameter model. Therefore the transmission line model is more generic. However,
depending on the application, the lumped parameter model can also be applied if
the maximum frequency range is limited.

Transmission line modeling for underground power cables is investigated for both
single-core and three-core cables. Known techniques from literature are applied
to account for semiconductor layers and ground return mode. Semiconducting
layers affect both the cable series impedance and shunt admittance. From modal
analysis it is found that it decouples the cable transmission line parameters in
the coaxial or three-phase cable from the ground. The decoupled results are
in good agreement with measurements. Another method to extract the “coaxial
mode” (signal propagates between core conductor and earth screen) only from
the model with ground return path utilizes the series impedance and admittance
matrix manipulation. The modeled transmission line parameters match also the
measurements.

The ground return path has high attenuation both for single-core and three-
core cables and its propagation velocity is slower compared with the “coaxial mode”.
Simulation shows that the current signal through the screen sheath is almost equal
to the sum of the current in the conductors. Thus the inductive PD sensor in either
EC or PLEC can be used to detect the PD signal except for that the sensor at EC
suffers from common mode noise. It should be noted that the models used in this
chapter are based on linear system assumption, nonlinear and stray effects are not
considered.



Chapter 3

Single-sided PD monitoring and
location

3.1 Introduction

The SCG system monitors the cable condition based on partial discharge (PD)
activity [6]. Its need of two sensor units at both cable ends is a drawback, which
complicates the system and makes it more expensive. Moreover, for some circuits
it is not possible to install both units due to lack of space. Alternatively, single-
sided PD location can be employed by time-domain reflectometry (TDR). Impedance
variations along a cable connection can serve as beacons at which PD signals reflect.
By injecting pulses from one end “fingerprints” of the cable connection are obtained
which are also present in the PD signals. Impedance variations occur at cable joints,
transitions between different type of cables, RMUs, etc. Such system needs only one
pulse injection unit and sensor at one cable end instead of two at both cable ends.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the basics of
methodology for the single-sided PD location; Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describe the
concept for two proposed solutions; Section 3.5 shows the experimental result with
both proposed approaches; conclusion is given in Section 3.6.

3.2 Basics of Methodology

A pulse which arises in a cable connection starts traveling in two directions through
the cable. When the pulse meets an impedance variation along this transmission
line, such as cable joints or cable ends with non-characteristic impedance, it will
partly transmit in the original direction and partly reflect back in the opposite
direction [30]. The voltage wave reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient
are introduced in (2.7) and (2.8).

51
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(a) Schematic of the system with single-sided detection.
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x
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z

(b) Reference pattern: reflection pattern for injected pulse.

y(2)
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RMU2

z

PD

RMU2(2)

z(2)

(c) PD pattern: reflection pattern for PD occurring at joint y
(aligned with injected pulse pattern). Dashed block part has the
same locations as reference pattern.

Figure 3.1: Principle of partial discharge location with single sensor; signals are
detected at RMU1.

The SCG unit injects pulses on a regular basis, e.g. from RMU1 as indicated in
Figure 3.1a. At the same end as the injection unit, the sensor will detect reflected
pulses from different impedance variations. These reflections, together with the
injected pulse itself, form a pattern, which is referred to as “reference pattern”.
Similarly, a pattern (“PD pattern”) arises at the same sensor if there occurs a PD
somewhere along the cable. The PD signal will also travel along the cable in two
directions and partly reflect when it encounters an impedance variation. As the
impedance variation points are physically fixed, the reflection pulses from these
points will have unique features in the detected pattern compared with the “reference
pattern”. By comparing the reference and PD patterns, it is possible to locate the PD
origin. The principle is shown in Figure 3.1b and 3.1c. The figure shows the direct
reflections and the main secondary reflections which are indicated with a superscript
(2). The signals from beyond joint x and z are omitted for simplicity. Figure 3.1b
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shows the reference pattern recorded by the measurement unit upon the injected
pulse from the pulse injection unit. It can be seen that the reflections from joint y
(indicated as “y”), joint x (indicated as “x”), RMU2 (indicated as “RMU2”) and joint
z (indicated as “z”) are arriving after the injected pulse with intervals in proportion to
the pulse propagation distance from the injection point. The reflection pulse from
the left of RMU1 is depicted with negative polarity (“x”), whereas the reflection
pulse from the right of RMU1 is shown with positive polarity (“y”, “RMU2” and
“z”). The polarity indication here only serves to simplify the explanation. Obviously,
reflection from either end may have positive or negative polarity. Figure 3.1c gives
the “PD pattern”, originating from a PD occurring at joint y. After the PD pulse
has arrived at RMU1, it splits: one fraction continues to the left through RMU1
and the other fraction reflects back to RMU2. The transmitted PD pulse will reflect
partly back at joint x which is labeled with “x” in Figure 3.1c. The reflected PD
pulse will have reflections at joint y, RMU2 and joint z, which are also shown in
Figure 3.1c with superscript “2”. The PD itself and the reflections from the right
of the PD origin (“RMU2” and “z”) will be recorded in the measurement unit with
the same time interval as between “y” and “RMU2”, “z” in the “reference pattern”.
By comparing Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.1c (the injected pulse and the PD pulse are
aligned in time), it is clear that Figure 3.1b and 3.1c contain four common reflection
pulses (y, x, RMU2 and z).

Two approaches for single-sided PD location are proposed in this chapter utilizing
the features in the “reference pattern” and “PD pattern”. The methodologies are
illustrated and their comparison is discussed.

3.3 Directional filtering based single-sided PD location

Direction determination

A PD signal can arrive not only from the cable under test but also from other
cables connected to the same RMU. In order to avoid confusion from PD signals
arriving from other cables which are not under test, directional sensing can be
applied. Direction determination aims to recognize whether the detected signal is
from the cable under test or not. The idea is based on the topology shown in Figure
3.2 [57]. Figure 3.2a shows the detailed structure of a typical RMU, which consists
of a transformer, an incoming cable (cab. 1) and an outgoing cable (cab. 2). Figure
3.2b and 3.2c give the propagation directions for signals originating from cable 1 or
cable 2 in this example. Two inductive sensors are installed: one around the earth
of the cable connecting the transformer to the busbar (TCC) and the other around
the earth of cable 1. The polarity of inductive sensors depend on the direction of the
current associated with a traveling signal. Assume cable 1 is the one under test, the
two sensors give opposite polarities when the signal comes from cable 1 while the
polarities are the same when the signal is from cable 2. With the combined sensors
around TCC and cable 1, it is possible to distinguish between signals originated
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earth rail

transformer connecting cable(TCC)

transformer

earth TCC

earth connection
cable sensor
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(a) Detailed RMU structure; “cab.” means “cable”.

cab. 1 cab. 2tccTrans.

sensor

(b) Signal from cable 1 (cab. 1).

cab. 1 cab. 2tccTrans.

sensor

(c) Signal from cable 2 (cab. 2).

Figure 3.2: Directional sensing concepts. The sensors are installed around the earth
wires as indicated in (a); (b) and (c) are schematics by ignoring the earth wire. Cab.
1 is the cable under test.

from cable under test and signals from elsewhere. If a PD signal is detected by the
sensor and judged not to be from the cable under test, the PD signal will not be
processed further. Only PD signals from the cable under test can trigger further
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analysis. It should be noted that it is user defined which cable is the one under test.
Thus the single-sided method can be switched to select the cable of interest at any
time without changing the sensor arrangement.

Directional filtering

Instead of comparing signal polarities, the direction of the recorded pulse can be
deduced by constructing appropriate transfer functions for signals from different
origins [57, 58]. For signals arriving from cable 1 as in Figure 3.2b, the first transfer
function is defined as:

H1 =
Icab.1
Itcc,cab.1

(3.1)

where Icab.1 is the signal detected by the sensor around cable 1 and Itcc,cab.1 is the
signal detected by the sensor around TCC. Similarly, for a signal originating from
cable 2 as in Figure 3.2c, the second transfer function is obtained:

H2 =
Icab.2
Itcc,cab.2

(3.2)

where Icab.2 is the signal detected by the sensor around cable 2 and Itcc,cab.2 is the
signal detected by the sensor around TCC. In order to retain a pulse from the cable
under test and eliminate a pulse from another cable, a filter can be constructed:

Ifilter = Hf1(I −H2Itcc)

=

{
Icab.1, if I = Icab.1 and Itcc = Itcc,cab.1;
0, if I = Icab.2 and Itcc = Itcc,cab.2;

(3.3)

Hf1 =
H1

H1 −H2
. (3.4)

These transfer functions leave signals from cable 1 unaffected, while signals from
cable 2 are eliminated. This method smooths the reflection pattern and can help to
improve the location result.

The idea to locate the PD is first to get rid of all reflections in Figure 3.1c
that are also included in Figure 3.1b at the same time of arrival. The part that
will be eliminated is indicated in Figure 3.1c inside the dashed block. Next, the
“reference pattern” in Figure 3.1b will be processed with directional filtering by
transfer functions (3.3) and (3.4). Figure 3.3a shows the “reference pattern” after
directional filtering. Compared to Figure 3.1b it lacks the reflection from joint
x. This elimination helps to optimize the “reference pattern” for comparison with
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Injected pulse

y
RMU2

z

(a) Reference pattern after directional sensing (reflections from left
side are removed). Dashed block part is used for cross correlation.

RMU2

z

(b) PD pattern after removal of reflections which have the same
location as reference pattern in Figure 3.1b. Dashed block part is
used for cross correlation.

Figure 3.3: Reference pattern and PD pattern used for cross correlation.

the “PD pattern”. From the “PD pattern” shown in Figure 3.3b, the peaks which
also appear in Figure 3.1b are eliminated, which makes the “PD pattern” contain
only features regarding the PD location. The PD defect can be located with cross
correlation applied to the two patterns in Figure 3.3. The shift needed for the “PD
pattern” with respect to the “reference pattern” to maximize the cross correlation
provides the PD location.

3.4 Ferrite based single-sided PD location

In practice, the reflection patterns may not always be clearly observable as suggested
in Figure 3.1. Sometimes it is not straightforward to align reflections in the pattern
with related cable joints or RMUs. An impedance change introduced at a defined
position would facilitate the pattern correlation between the “reference pattern” and
“PD pattern”. This can be accomplished by clamping a ferrite core at the other
end of the cable under test at a location where otherwise (in case of two sensors)
a sensor would have been installed. It enhances the far end reflection as shown in
Figure 3.1a, because ferrite material will add extra impedance. The ferrite provides
a reference reflection point in the “reflection pattern” and the “PD pattern”, which
makes the alignment between patterns easier. The patterns with and without ferrite
will be different starting from the reflection from the ferrite location. The ferrite
effect is illustrated in Figure 3.4 for the “reflection pattern” in Figure 3.1b, where the
solid line represents the pattern without ferrite and the dotted line is for the pattern
with ferrite material. Reflection from RMU2 can be recognized in the patterns by
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comparing both records. The ferrite acts also for the “PD pattern”. To recognize
the ferrite location in the PD pattern, at least two PDs have to be recorded: with
and without added ferrite impedance.

Injected pulse

y

x

RMU2 z

without ferrite

with ferrite

Figure 3.4: Conceptual illustration for ferrite effect to the reference reflection
pattern.

The ferrite core can be positioned around the earth connection (EC) or past
the last earth connection (PLEC). These positions are indicated in Figure 3.5a and
Figure 3.5b. More information about modelling for ferrite core effect on load circuit
can be found in Appendix D. In this case, a commercial bulk current injection probe
(BCIP) is used as a ferrite ring around the earth connection. TDR measurement
is performed for a cable section with and without ferrite at the RMU, as shown in
Figure 3.6. The measured result is shown in Figure 3.7, where the reflection at the
RMU with and without ferrite installed is indicated within the rectangular block.
The measurement without ferrite was realized by making a short-circuit winding
around the ferrite as described in detail in the next paragraph.

For field application, the ferrite needs to be remotely controlled to appear or
disappear in the circuit to provide the reference reflection point. In other words, the

EC

PLEC

Earth

(a) Ferrite location at a cable end.
Earth

Conductor

Screen

ZxEC

PLEC

(b) Illustration of the circuit.

Figure 3.5: Alternative ferrite locations at a cable end.
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Figure 3.6: Test on pulse reflection variation caused by ferrite. Pulse is injected
at the right open end of the cable circuit and reflections are recorded at the same
location.
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Figure 3.7: Ferrite impact on pulse reflection at the RMU; BCIP is used as ferrite
installed around the earth connection of the cable.

state of the ferrite must be switched “on” or “off” during the cable monitoring process.
This can be achieved by opening or short-circuiting a coil around the ferrite core
by means of a relay. The ferrite together with the extra coil controller are shown
in Figure 3.8 (left). The ferrite can be modeled by the equivalent circuit shown
in Figure 3.8 (right), which is equivalent to a transformer model [59]. Z1p is the
primary side impedance; Z2s is the secondary side impedance with shorted circuit;
Zmut is the mutual impedance between the ferrite and the wire. Normally Zmut is
much higher than Z1p and Z2s. Zwire stands for the load impedance connected to
the wire. By opening or short-circuiting the wire around the ferrite (Zwire is either
infinite or zero), the impedance introduced by the ferrite material (Zf in Figure 3.8)
can be varied.
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Z1p Z2s

Zmut Zwire

ferrite

ferrite

wire

relay

Zf

Figure 3.8: Control ferrite state “on” and “off” with an extra coil. Zf is the impedance
seen by the propagating signal through the cable where the ferrite is installed.

3.5 Application

The procedure of the single-sided PD location methodology is illustrated in the flow
chart of Figure 3.9. The directional sensing based on pulse polarities, as described in
Section 3.3, is used to check whether the PD originates from the cable under test or
not. The transfer function to remove reflections from the cable under test is applied
to the recorded “reference pattern”. Afterwards, the filtering as described in Section
3.3 is used to get the PD location result with “directional filtering based approach”.
Ferrite state switching discussed in Section 3.4 is applied to provide a reference
point in the “reference pattern” and in the “PD pattern”. For the results shown in
this section, the switching is realized by hand instead of by remote control with a
relay. Afterwards, a second PD location is obtained with “ferrite based approach”.
The two methods can operate separately or simultaneously. “Directional filtering
based approach” does not rely on the far end ferrite and the recorded signals can be
processed immediately. “Ferrite based approach” requires recognition of the location
of the ferrite impedance, which may need several reflection patterns with both
ferrite states. It means that more than one PD has to be collected before locating
it. However, “ferrite based approach” has a clear reference point in the “reference
pattern” and “PD pattern”, which makes locating the PD origin straightforward.
Both methods are susceptible to noise since both methods look at small signal
variations. “Ferrite based approach” is in general more robust than “directional
filtering based approach” due to the controlled reference. The comparison of the
two methods is summarized in Table 3.1.

In order to verify the proposed methodology, measurements are conducted in the
full scale test set-up representing a typical Dutch RMU with MV cables at DNV GL
in Arnhem, the Netherlands. In the test circuit shown in Figure 3.10, A and B are
two cable joints. Note that the left far end is a short-circuit and the right far end
is open. The cable from the left far end to the RMU is considered to be the cable
under test.
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Arrival pulse detection

Direction determination

Yes

From the cable under test?

Discard

Ferrite location recognition

Can locate ferrite?

PD pattern

Pattern recording

Ferrite location recognition

Can locate ferrite?

reference pattern

No
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No
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Change ferrite state

Change ferrite state

Apply directional filtering to
keep reflections only from
cable under test

Remove reflections in PD
pattern which have the same
location as reference pattern

Cross correlation to locate PD. Directional
filtering based approach

Cross correlation to locate PD. Ferrite based approach

Figure 3.9: Flow chart for the single-sided PD location.

3.5.1 Directional filtering based approach

RMU

±80m

XLPE

±65m

PILC

400 V/10 kV

100 kVA

25 A

±360m ±60m
PILCXLPE

A

B

Short
OpenCable under test

Injection probe
Sensor

Artificial PD

Joint

Joint

Ferrite

Figure 3.10: Test circuit for single-sided PD location.
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Table 3.1: PD locating approaches.

Directional filtering based
approach

Ferrite based approach

based on transfer function and
reflections removal based on ferrite location recognition

immediately locating for each PD needs more than one PD to locate its
origin

noise can affect the result more robust
limited by the presence of clear
reflection(s) along the cable to allow
for the cross correlation

limited by whether the added ferrite
impedance can be observed in the
reflection pattern

The directional sensing is verified by injecting a pulse which represents an
“artificial PD” (pulse via signal generator) either at joint B or coming from the open
far end in Figure 3.10. The recorded signals with the sensors around the XLPE
cable and the TCC as in Figure 3.2 are shown in Figure 3.11 (XLPE cable is the
cable under test). If the signal originates from the cable under test, the polarities
of the first pulse for the two sensors are opposite (Figure 3.11a), while for the signal
coming from the other cable, the polarities are the same (Figure 3.11b).

Measured signals can be processed according to the flow chart in Figure 3.9.
Signals from the right far end will be discarded and signals from the cable under test
will be processed further. The “reference pattern” is obtained from the response upon
pulse injection at the sensor location in the RMU. It is processed with directional
filtering and the result is shown in Figure 3.12. Note that the negative reflection from
the right open end immediately after the injection pulse around 1.5µs is eliminated
from the pattern, as shown in Figure 3.12a. The “PD pattern” is obtained from the
artificial PD source (pulse via signal generator) in Figure 3.10. From this pattern
the reflections with the same locations as in the “reference pattern” are removed.
Only two main reflections are left in this case, shown in Figure 3.12b. The patterns
indicated in grey in Figure 3.12 will be used for cross correlation. The matching
points between the two patterns are indicated with dotted circles in the patterns.
Correlation results in the PD location, in terms of propagation time, of 6.1µs while
the actual PD locates around 6.2µs as shown in Figure 3.12. It should be noted
that the length of the PD pattern which is being removed may influence the location
result. It indicates that robustness of “directional filtering based approach” has room
for improvement.

3.5.2 Ferrite based approach

In order to better compare the patterns, ferrite material is applied at the left far end
as shown in Figure 3.10. The two patterns (“reference” and “PD”) with and without
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(b) Signal arising from cable not under test: sensors detect the same polarity.

Figure 3.11: Directional sensing for signal from cable under test and the other cable.

ferrite are shown in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that for the “reference pattern” in
Figure 3.13a, the ferrite location (left far end in Figure 3.10) appears around 10.0µs
while for “PD pattern” in Figure 3.13b, it locates around 4.0µs. With this reference
reflection point, the “reference pattern” and “PD pattern” can be aligned to locate
the PD. The time shift of the reflection from the ferrite location between reference
and PD pattern is 6.3µs.

The comparison of the location result from both approaches is listed in Table
3.2.

3.5.3 Discussion

Single-sided PD location can be based on comparing a reference pattern obtained
from an injected signal to pattern from a PD. The reference pattern should not be
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(b) Reflection removal applied to the “PD pattern”.

Figure 3.12: Reference reflection pattern and PD pattern prepared for cross
correlation with directional filtering.

Table 3.2: Location from two approaches. Uncertainty is derived by the relative
difference between located position and known position in terms of propagation times.

PD origin Directional filtering based approach Ferrite based approach
location 6.2µs 6.1µs 6.3µs
uncertainty 2% 2%

impeded by an accidental PD event at the time of recording. The possibility that
such PD occurs during the few tens of microseconds recording upon the injected
signal is rather small. Moreover, PD occurrence has a statistical nature so it
is feasible to get a PD free reference pattern by selecting similar responses upon
multiple pulse injections.
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Figure 3.13: Reference pattern and PD pattern with and without ferrite at cable
far end.

3.6 Conclusion

Two approaches are proposed to realize a single-sided detection system which can
be applied for on-line diagnostics. The first approach relies on transfer function
calculation for directional sensing to the “reference pattern” and pulse removal from
the “PD pattern”, while the second approach is based on added impedance from
ferrite material to provide a reference reflection point. Experiments show that both
approaches can locate the PD origin successfully with uncertainty in the range of 2%
with respect to the time. Robustness of the first approach has space for improvement;
the second approach seems promising for field application although it needs several
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PDs with and without ferrite to allow for location. However in this thesis, “ferrite
based approach” assumes that there is only a single PD location. For field application
there may be more PD origins which makes the ferrite recognition less trivial.

Partial discharge location with sensor on one end of the cable provides economic
and operational advantage with respect to a double-sided system. It can increase
the possibility to monitor power cable on-line. However, there are also limits for
single-sided system. The “directional filtering based approach” demands a second
sensor to detect the signal direction. The “ferrite based approach” requires ferrite
material to be installed at the far cable end. The maximum length of the cable that
can be monitored is shorter and the noise to signal ratio limit is smaller compared to
the double-sided system. This is basically related to longer distances for signals to
travel when doing TDR compared to detecting the PD signals at both ends directly.
For these reasons it is challenging for now to directly integrate the single-sided PD
detection in SCG.





Chapter 4

Temperature monitoring

4.1 Introduction

Utilities need to operate their connections within safe limits at high electrical load
levels. One of the major limitations is thermal response of the cable insulation
material [60]. Dynamic thermal rating can help utilities for planning and operation
of power systems. For transmission cables it is based for instance on real time
monitoring of weather conditions, soil thermal parameters, equipment temperature
and circuit loading [61]. Nowadays numerous utilities install distributed temperature
sensing (DTS) systems for real time monitoring of the temperature profile along the
whole cable system [62]. DTS can be achieved by Raman scattering in an optic
fiber along the cable [63]. For high voltage underground power cable, the optic
fiber can be implemented in the cable screen or in a pipe laid close to the center
phase [64]. However, the large number of distributed MV cables makes this solution
unaffordable on the distribution level.

For MV cables equipped with defect location based on partial discharge (PD)
activity, information on high frequency signal propagation along the power cable
is acquired [6, 65, 66]. Variability in propagation velocity could in principle be
employed to detect temperature variation due to e.g. cable loading. Section 4.2
explores the propagation time information as tool for dynamic cable rating. This
solution can be combined with PD monitoring. It could extend the PD monitoring
functionality to include temperature sensing at relatively low investment costs.

In addition to the risk from overloading along the complete cable section, local
hot spots can result in failure also. Hot spots lead to local variations in cable
characteristics which can be detected. The possibility to monitor hot spot by
utilizing these temperature dependent parameters by the SCG system is investigated
by means of TDR measurement in Section 4.3.

67
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4.2 Overall cable temperature monitoring

Two laboratory scale tests are presented to evaluate the effect of temperature on
wave propagation velocity in both XLPE (Section 4.2.1) and PILC cables (Section
4.2.2). The effect is compared after converting measured temperature profiles on
cable jackets to temperature distribution inside the insulation material and the
dominating factor for the temperature dependency is investigated (Section 4.2.3).
For two MV cable connections provided with installed PD monitoring systems [67]
also load data could be traced. From the available data sets for these cables the
correlation between temperature and propagation velocity is investigated during
operation (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1 Laboratory Test on XLPE Cable

4.2.1.1 Test circuit

connector
type 1

connector
type 2

connector
type 3

connector
type 3

connector
type 3

function generator

oscilloscope

1 MΩ

50 Ω

Indoor Outdoor
T1

T2

A

B
C D

F

E

G

current source

Figure 4.1: Test circuit for TDR on heated XLPE cable; part of the cable is indoor
and part of it is outdoor; letters A-G indicate reflection points on connection points
between cable sections; T1 and T2 are the temperature sensors; the connectors are
sufficiently small to have negligible influence on the propagation time measurement
results.

The test circuit consists of six segments of 12/20 kV XLPE single-core (300mm2

aluminum) cable. The segments, each about 12m long, are connected to form a
cable circuit of in total 72m. Due to space limitation inside the test room, the test
circuit is about half outside in open air, as shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows
the different ways for improvised connection of the cable segments. The test circuit
is open at both sides. Pulse signals, with 8 ns width, are injected at one open end
via a 50Ω coaxial measurement cable. Reflections are recorded at the same end
by an oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 500MHz. Reflection points for the TDR
measurements occur at connections between cable segments and are indicated with
A-G in the results later on.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2: (a) Connector type 1; (b) connector type 2; (c) connector type 3.

Heating is accomplished by a 10 kW DC current source (Magna-Power SR series),
capable of generating 600A at a maximum voltage of 16V. The source is connected
between the conductor from the second segment and the last cable segment, such
that high frequency signal propagation is hardly influenced by this current source
connection. The temperature is measured by sensors attached on the surface of the
cable outer jacket of indoor and outdoor cable segments. These sensors are shown
in Figure 4.1 as dots and labeled with T1 and T2.

4.2.1.2 Test result

The cable outer jacket temperature has been increased from 9 ◦C to 48 ◦C (indoor)
and from 8 ◦C to 30 ◦C (outdoor) after heating with 600A for about 3 hours. During
heating the TDR signals are recorded continuously. Results obtained at different
temperatures are shown in Figure 4.3a. All reflected signals are labeled with symbols
to identify the origin of the reflection:

A: from transition between coaxial cable and power cable

B-F: from the 5 cable connectors

G: from the open far end of the cable (open end is not perfectly open due to
the connected current supply)

Reflection C (from connector type 1), E (from connector type 2) and G (from open
end) are zoomed in and shown in Figures 4.3b-d. These waveforms show that with
the increase of temperature the propagation time decreases, qualitatively indicating
that the propagation velocity has increased.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Reflection patterns measured at different temperatures; each legend
indicates indoor temperature followed by outdoor temperature, letters A-G correspond
to positions indicated in Figure 4.1; sub-figures (b)-(d) show zoomed reflection
patterns from (a).
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4.2.1.3 Thermal model

A thermal ladder network can be used to model the temperature distribution in
radial direction of the cable [68] as shown in Figure 4.4. Each cable layer is modeled
by a thermal resistor and a thermal capacitor. These layers are the inner conductor
(c), cable insulation (i), bedding between insulation and earth screen (b1), earth
screen, bedding between earth screen and jacket (b2) and jacket (j). The heat
source is represented as a current source. Since DC current is applied to heat the
inner conductor, there are no dielectric losses and sheath losses.

Qc pi ·Qi

(1− pi) ·Qi

Ri Rj

Wc

pj ·Qj

(1− pb2) ·Qb2

pb2 ·Qb2

Rb2Tconductor

(1− pb1) ·Qb1

pb1 ·Qb1

Qs

Rb1 Tearthscreen Tjacket

Figure 4.4: Thermal ladder model for single-core XLPE cable.

The per-unit-length parameters in Figure 4.4 are listed in Table 4.1. Detailed
expressions can be found in reference [68]. The cable geometry and basic formula
for the thermal distribution are given in Appendix E.

Wc(W/m) conductor loss
Tconductor(

◦C) conductor temperature
Tearthscreen(◦C) temperature of the earth screen
Tjacket(

◦C) temperature of the cable jacket
pi, pb1, pb2, pb Van Wormer coefficients
Ri(K·m/W) thermal resistance of insulation
Rb1(K·m/W) thermal resistance of earth screen bedding

between insulation and earth screen
Rb2(K·m/W) thermal resistance of earth screen bedding

between earth screen and jacket
Rj(K·m/W) thermal resistance of jacket
Qc(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of conductor
Qi(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of insulation
Qb1(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of earth screen bedding

between insulation and earth screen
Qs(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of earth screen
Qb2(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of earth screen bedding

between earth screen and jacket
Qj(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of jacket
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Table 4.1: Parameter values for XLPE cable.

Wc(W/m) pi pb1 pb2 pj
34.5 0.42 0.50 0.50 0.48

Ri(K·m/W) Rb1 Rb2 Rj
0.27 0.03 0.02 0.07

Qc(J/m/K) Qi Qb1 Qb2 Qs Qj
694 946 89 98 413 711

The propagation velocity is mainly determined by the permittivity of the
insulation. Therefore, the measured jacket temperature must be converted to the
temperature at the midpoint of the insulation. Based on the thermal ladder network
model, logarithmic temperature distribution across the dielectric material is obtained
[68]. The temperature response (temperature difference between the midpoint in the
dielectric material and the outer jacket) is shown in Figure 4.5. The measured
temperatures and converted temperatures at the midpoint of the insulation are
summarized in Table 4.2 for the patterns in Figure 4.3. The outdoor temperature
is used since the propagation time between the connector 1 (reflection C in Figure
4.3a) and open far end (reflection G in Figure 4.3a) will be used for analysis in order
to avoid complications from the indoor and outdoor temperature difference.
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Figure 4.5: Derived temperature difference between the midpoint of XLPE insulation
and the outer jacket surface for single-core XLPE cable.

4.2.2 Laboratory Test on PILC Cable

4.2.2.1 Test circuit

The laboratory scale setup available to study the PILC cable consists of a fixed
connection of 50m three-core XLPE cable and 100m three-core PILC cable (all
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Table 4.2: Insulation temperature for XLPE; the outer jacket temperature Tjx is
converted to the midpoint value Tdx of the insulation reached at time t (see Figure
4.5).

t(h) 0.37 0.60 0.98 1.83 5.42
Tjx(◦C) 12.0 17.0 22.4 27.0 31.8
Tdx(◦C) 24.6 30.3 35.8 40.4 45.2

cables are outdoor). The applied width of the injected pulse is 100 ns. Over a factor
ten longer pulse duration could be used here, since the cable section lengths are
sufficiently longer than the XLPE cable segments in Section 4.2.1. The drawback is
that the available DC current source cannot provide sufficient power to effectively
heat via the cable conductors. Instead, the current source is connected to the earth
screen, which is lead for PILC and copper for XLPE. Figure 4.6 shows the test
setup. The heating power gets mainly dissipated along the PILC cable, because
the resistance of lead is much higher than of copper (with similar geometry in this
case). The current source could only supply about 130A current to the cable when
reaching its maximum voltage. Two temperature sensors are attached to the surface
of the PILC and the XLPE cable separately.

±50m
XLPE

±100m
PILC

function generator

50 Ω

oscilloscope

T1
T2

Figure 4.6: Test setup for TDR on heated PILC cable; the cable is outdoor; T1 and
T2 are the temperature sensors.

4.2.2.2 Test results

In approximately 3 hours heating the temperature of the PILC cable increased with
about 25 ◦C and the XLPE with about 5 ◦C. Measured waveforms are shown in
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Figure 4.7a. The injected pulse is located around 2.1µs. The first reflection, near
2.6µs, is from the coaxial cable connection to the power cable; the reflection around
4.1µs arises from the transition joint, and the reflection around 5.0µs is from the
open end. Later reflections originate from secondary or higher order reflections.
The reflections from the transition joint and the far end are enlarged in Figure 4.7b
and Figure 4.7c. With the increase of temperature, the propagation time increases,
indicating a lower propagation velocity, which is opposite to the observations for
XLPE insulation.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Reflection patterns at different temperatures, each legend indicates
PILC outer jacket temperature followed by XLPE outer jacket temperature; (b) and
(c) are zoomed reflection patterns from (a).
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4.2.2.3 Thermal model

A similar conversion is applied for the insulation temperature as for the XLPE
cable heating test. The thermal model is adapted to the cable structure and the
connection of the heating source, as shown in Figure 4.8. Since the DC current
source is connected to the earth screen, the conductor and dielectric losses are zero.

Qc pi ·Qi

(1− pi)Qi

Qs

Ri Rj

Ws

pj ·Qj

(1− pb) ·Qb

pb ·Qb

Qa

RbTconductor Tearthscreen Tarmor Tjacket

Figure 4.8: Thermal ladder model for three-core PILC cable.

The values of the variables in Figure 4.8 are given in Table 4.3. They are
calculated as in [68].

Ws(W/m) earth screen loss
Tconductor(

◦C) conductor temperature
Tearthscreen(◦C) temperature of the earth screen
Tarmor(

◦C) temperature of the armor layer
Tjacket(

◦C) temperature of the cable jacket
pi, pb, pj Van Wormer coefficients
Ri(K·m/W) thermal resistance of insulation
Rb(K·m/W) thermal resistance of armor bedding
Rj(K·m/W) thermal resistance of jacket
Qc(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of conductor
Qi(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of insulation
Qs(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of earth screen
Qb(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of armor bedding
Qa(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of armor screen
Qj(J/m/K) thermal capacitance of jacket

The temperature difference between the insulation midpoint and jacket of the
PILC cable is shown in Figure 4.9. The measured outer jacket temperature and
midpoint temperature of the paper insulation are shown in Table 4.4 for the
waveforms in Figure 4.7.
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Table 4.3: Parameter values for PILC cable.

Ws(W/m) pi pb pj
21.8 0.44 0.50 0.46

Ri(K·m/W) Rb Rj
0.32 0.03 0.12

Qc(J/m/K) Qi Qb Qa Qj
1.16·103 644 93 35 1.22·103
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Figure 4.9: Derived temperature difference between the midpoint of paper insulation
and the outer jacket surface for the three-core PILC cable.

4.2.3 Comparison of temperature effect on PILC and XLPE

Since the propagation distance (cable length S) is constant for each setup,
temperature variation in propagation velocity v scales inversely proportional with
propagation time t. On the one hand, the time shift in reflection becomes more
obvious with the increase of the cable length. On the other hand, dispersion and
attenuation also increase, limiting the accuracy of determining time shifts. The time
shift between pattern P (reference) and Q (at elevated temperature) can be deduced
as:

vp · tp = S = vq · tq
tp = (a+ 1) · tq

=⇒ vq = (a+ 1) · vp (4.1)

where subscript p and q refer to the pattern P and Q, a is the relative change in
velocity of the pattern Q (relative to pattern P). When the reflection patterns at
different temperatures are recorded, the velocity change can be derived from the
reflection shift by cross correlation.

Test results show that XLPE and PILC cables have an opposite propagation
velocity dependency with temperature. The velocity v depends on the relative
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Table 4.4: Insulation temperature for PILC; the outer jacket temperature Tjp is
converted to the midpoint value Tdp of the insulation reached at time t (see Figure
4.9).

t(h) 0.08 0.35 0.60 1.05 1.83 3.13
Tjp(

◦C) 23.5 28.1 33.1 38.2 43.0 48.1
Tdp(

◦C) 25.4 30.9 36.1 41.4 46.2 51.3

permittivity of the insulating material (e.g. [30]). The velocity change in XLPE
cable with temperature can be attributed to the real part of the relative permittivity
(εr) of the XLPE. Literature [69, 70, 71, 72] shows that the XLPE permittivity
decreases with the increase of temperature. Reference [69] claims that the change
in permittivity with temperature dominates the velocity change in the frequency
range of 300 kHz - 500MHz. The relative increase of velocity is in agreement
with the εr decrease in the measured temperature range [69, 71]: 0.7-3% in the
temperature range from 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C. For PILC, εr increases with temperature
according to reference [73]. However, literature with quantitative analyses on the
temperature dependency of εr in high frequency range is scarce. Furthermore, it
is recognized that insulation parameters of paper insulation can vary depending on
manufacturer and production year. Another factor that may affect the velocity is
different thermal expansion coefficients of conductor and insulation materials. This
may have an effect on the pressure on the dielectrics [74]. To evaluate the cause for
the temperature dependency, a dielectric spectrum measurement is performed for
XLPE and PILC insulation samples. The results are compared with the observed
propagation velocities.

4.2.3.1 Dielectric permittivity of XLPE and PILC insulation samples

There are different techniques to measure the dielectric properties of materials [75].
Here, the parallel plate method with a Network Analyzer is used [76]. A two-port
sample holder is made with the parallel plate with radius of 10mm in order to fit
the oil-paper sample, as shown in Figure 4.10. The capacitive impedance of the
sample is measured with the Network Analyzer. From the known sample sizes, the
permittivity is derived:

εr = C · d

ε0A
(4.2)

where C is the capacitance value from the measured material, d is the distance
between the two parallel plates and A is the area of the plate.

The sample holder is put in a climate chamber for measurement at different
temperature and the measured permittivity for XLPE and oil-paper (taken from
an XLPE insulation sample or the MV PILC cable) is shown in Figure 4.11. The
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Fixed plate
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Earth
connection

Figure 4.10: Two-port sample holder for permittivity measurement; insulating
material sample is put between the plates for impedance measurement.

real part of the relative permittivity for XLPE decreases with temperature rise
while oil-paper behaves oppositely. Since polyethylene is a non-polar material, polar
relaxations can not be detected by dielectric spectroscopy in normal conditions.
In the case of the XLPE used in power cable insulation, it is assumed that there
are some impurities (cross-linking by-products, antioxidants) that can provide a
polar response [77]. The negative temperature dependence of XLPE indicates less
bipolar structures which can follow the electric field with temperature rise. The
decrease of permittivity from 35 ◦C to 45 ◦C is more significant than from 25 ◦C
to 35 ◦C, indicating a non-linear dependency. This observation is consistent with
the result in reference [69, 78]. While conduction in oil-impregnated paper may
be described as due to the motion of ions in oil, when an electric field is applied.
The oil viscosity decreases with temperature rise and the ionic mobility increases
when the oil viscosity decreases [79]. This could be the reason for the positive
temperature dependence of its permittivity. It should be noted that the fringing
effect at the sample edge causes a slight inaccuracy (about 5%) in the measurement
of the relative permittivity. In the measurement this has not been excluded from the
result since the aim of the measurement is to get the relative change upon different
temperatures and not to obtain the exact value at each temperature.

4.2.3.2 Velocity and permittivity temperature dependency

The change in measured permittivity can be compared to the observed temperature
dependency of propagation velocity for both XLPE and PILC. For XLPE, the time
shift is calculated from reflection C (from connector 1 in Figure 4.1) to G (from
open end) utilizing the outdoor part (consistent with the temperature data in Table
4.2). For PILC, the time shift is derived from the reflections at both ends of the
PILC cable. The velocity change can be obtained from the time shift of laboratory
scale tests following equation (4.1). Based on equation (4.3), assuming relative
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Figure 4.11: Measured real part relative permittivity of XLPE and oil-paper at
different temperature.

permeability is 1

v ∼= 1√
ε0εrµ0

(4.3)

the velocity change can also be expressed as change of insulation permittivity:

vp
vq
∼=
√
εrq
εrp

(4.4)

The comparison between the XLPE and PILC cable propagation velocity variation
based on time shift and dielectric spectrum measurement is shown in Figure 4.12.
It is seen that for PILC cable, the velocity changes based on time shift matches
dielectric spectrum measurements, which indicates that the permittivity change of
insulation material with temperature dominates the propagation velocity change.
For XLPE cable, the change in permittivity does not precisely match the velocity
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change, which indicates that other factors are also involved, e.g. semiconducting
layers. The velocity of the PILC cable is affected more by temperature. Just like
Figure 4.11a already suggested, Figure 4.12 indicates that the velocity variation for
XLPE is not linear and becomes more pronounced at higher temperature.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of relative change in velocity with temperature, based
on the velocity measurements (v) and the permittivity measurements (εr) for both
XLPE and PILC cable; the starting temperature is around 25◦C. Note that these
temperatures are derived for the insulation midpoint. Velocities v are derived from
time shift in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.7; relative permittivities εr are obtained from
dielectric spectrum measurement in Figure 4.11; velocity ratio between patterns P and
Q is calculated as vp/vq and

√
εrq/εrp.

4.2.4 Field data

A survey is made on installed PD on-line monitoring systems [67] for which
propagation time measurements are stored, and at the same time recorded load
data for a specific connection is available. Moreover, it should involve cable circuits
where clear variation in load occurs. The SCG system mentioned in Section 1.1
regularly sends synchronization pulses from one cable end to the other end for PD
location purposes. The propagation time is recorded and analyzed focusing on its
variation. Two connections were selected, one with XLPE and one with PILC cable.
It should be noted, that these connections were not monitored with thermal analysis
in mind. For the year 2010, the propagation time extracted was based on single
synchronization pulses. For the measurements taken in year 2013 and 2014, an
average was being made over 60 measured records within an hour.
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4.2.4.1 XLPE connection

Propagation time data from a 4.8 km XLPE cable section recorded over a week in
summer and in winter is compared with load profile data as shown in Figure 4.13.
The propagation time variation is opposite to the load current variation. Also, the
variation within each day can be observed. For example, the relatively high load on
July 1st and July 5th correlates with the relatively large drop in propagation time.
There is a delay of about 2-3 hours between the increase in current and the full
thermal response as illustrated in Figure 4.13c. This time delay is in line with the
experience that it takes a couple of hours for a cable insulation to respond thermally
to a current change. Because of the non-linear relationship between temperature and
propagation velocity for XLPE, a reference temperature is needed for the conversion
from propagation time to temperature variation. For the summer period, observing
a typical 0.5% change in velocity and assuming a reference temperature around
25 ◦C, this would correspond to typical 15-20 ◦C temperature change. The data in
Figure 4.12 does not provide accurate information for low reference temperatures
expected during winter. However, the smaller variation in propagation time with
load variation is consistent with the decreasing slope of the curve for XLPE in Figure
4.12 at lower temperature.

4.2.4.2 PILC connection

For PILC cable, the propagation time for a specific cable section with 1464m length
is extracted and the load current data is derived from the substation. Figure 4.14
shows the week cycle comparison between the propagation time for the cable section
and the load recorded at the substation both in summer and in winter. It can be seen
that the propagation time profile follows the load profile. Higher temperature results
in lower propagation velocity, which is consistent with laboratory measurement. In
the figure, the delay between thermal response and load is about 2 hours, which
is illustrated in Figure 4.14c. The variation of propagation time in Figure 4.12 is
approximately linear and a typical 0.2% variation in propagation time corresponds
to 5 ◦C variation in temperature both during summer and winter.

4.3 Hot spot identification along XLPE and PILC cable

Hot spots in a cable connection are limiting the transmission capacity. These hot
spots can be localized, e.g. if they are caused by poor conductor contact in a cable
joint and the current is forced over a small cross-section. They can also arise over
longer distances when the thermal properties of the surrounding soil are hampering
heat transfer. Specifically, air inside unfilled ducts, e.g. at road or water crossings,
can act as good thermal insulation. Hot spots may be recognized from changing
transmission line behavior with temperature. The effect of temperature on the
transmission line parameters (characteristic impedance Zc, propagation attenuation
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(c) Winter cycle, zoomed to a 6-hour period to show the time delay between the change
in current and propagation time.

Figure 4.13: Propagation time and load of XLPE cable for week cycle. Maximum
current rating for this cable circuit is 410A.
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(c) Winter cycle, zoomed to a 6-hour period to show the time delay between the change
in current and propagation time.

Figure 4.14: Propagation time and load of PILC cable for week cycle. Maximum
current rating for this cable circuit is around 190A.
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α and propagation velocity v) is investigated both for XLPE (Section 4.3.1) and
PILC cable (4.3.2).

4.3.1 Hot spot along XLPE

4.3.1.1 Frequency domain measurement

For the experiment, a 1.2m XLPE cable sample is prepared, which fits in a climate
chamber for heating. The setup for one-port impedance measurement with a
Network Analyzer is shown in Figure 4.15. The input impedance of the sample is

50Ω
adaptor

Network Analyzer

Power cable

open/short

Figure 4.15: Setup for short sample impedance measurement with Network
Analyzer; adaptor is similar to the one in Figure 2.8.

measured shortly after it is taken out the climate chamber. The measured impedance
depends on the transmission line characteristics (Zc and γ), length l and the load
impedance ZL at the far end [30]

Zin = Zc

(
ZL + Zctanhγl

Zc + ZLtanhγl

)
γ = α+ j

ω

v
. (4.5)

An open end makes the load impedance ZL = ∞; a short-circuit with conductive
wire mesh makes the load impedance ZL = 0:

Zopen =
Zc

tanhγl

Zshort = Zctanhγl.

(4.6)

With the measured Zopen, Zshort spectra and known sample length l, Zc and γ can
be extracted. The adaptor used to connect the coaxial cable and power cable as
shown in Figure 4.15 introduces extra impedance. It can be modelled as a piece
of transmission line and is cascaded with the measured cable. By open end and
short-circuit measurement on the adaptor itself, its transmission line parameters are
derived, similar to (4.6). The measured ABCD-matrix with the setup of Figure 4.15
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is equal to the product of ABCD-matrices for adaptor (ad) and cable (cbe):

ABCDmeasured = ABCDad ·ABCDcbe

ABCDad =

[
cosh(γadlad) Zc,adsinh(γadlad)

sinh(γadlad)/Zc,ad cosh(γadlad)

]

ABCDcbe =

[
cosh(γcbelcbe) Zc,cbesinh(γcbelcbe)

sinh(γcbelcbe)/Zc,cbe cosh(γcbelcbe)

]
.

(4.7)

By means of (4.7), the contribution by the adaptor can be removed from
the measurement result. Measurements are performed at three temperatures:
22 ◦C, 60 ◦C and 90 ◦C. The extracted characteristic impedance, attenuation and
propagation velocity at these temperatures are shown in Figure 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18.
Since the cable cools down after it is taken out of the oven for measurement (taking
a few minutes), uncertainties in the temperature arise. They are indicated in figure
legends. The periodic peaks around integer multiples of 32MHz are mainly caused by
imperfect open and short-circuit at the far end of the power cable. The characteristic
impedance and attenuation increase with temperature while the propagation velocity
decreases, which agrees with the results in Section 4.2. The velocity increase between
60 ◦C and 22 ◦C is about 1%, consistent with the results shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.16: Characteristic impedance of a single-core XLPE cable after correction
for the adaptor.

4.3.1.2 Time domain measurement

A hot spot is a local effect. Looking from the SCG perspective, the attenuation
and the velocity can hardly be utilized. They provide only detectable effects after
sufficient propagation distance. However, the impedance change could cause a
reflection change which can be employed by SCG. This is investigated for 18m XLPE
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Figure 4.17: Attenuation of a single-core XLPE cable after correction for the
adaptor.

cable. A heating band is wrapped around the middle of the cable over half meter
length to simulate the hot spot. Measurements are conducted at three temperatures:
27 ◦C, 60 ◦C and 90 ◦C. Each temperature level is stabilized for two hours to get a
uniform temperature distribution over the cross section of the hot spot. The TDR
results are shown in Figure 4.19. Besides the variation at the pulse injection point
(0 to 0.05µs) and at the open far end (0.25µs), around 0.13µs a positive reflection
is observed corresponding to the hot spot position. Since higher load impedance
results in positive voltage reflection coefficient, the result confirms that the XLPE
cable hot spot impedance is increased by temperature. Besides, it can be seen that
the hot spot feature becomes clearer for about 30 ◦C temperature rise reaching up
to 90 ◦C than up to 60 ◦C. This observation indicates the characteristic impedance
variation is not linear with temperature.

4.3.2 Hot spot along PILC

Similar measurements as for XLPE are performed for PILC cable. A sample
with length 1.2m is measured at temperature 22 ◦C, 30 ◦C, 42 ◦C and 51 ◦C.
The characteristic impedance, attenuation and propagation velocity at different
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Figure 4.18: Velocity of a single-core XLPE cable after correction for the adaptor.
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Figure 4.19: TDR result for a single-core XLPE cable with far end open at different
temperature; the bottom figure is the difference between two patterns.
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Figure 4.20: Characteristic impedance of a three-core PILC cable after correction
for the adaptor.

temperatures are shown in Figure 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22. It is observed that the
characteristic impedance and propagation velocity decrease with temperature rise
while the attenuation increases.

A PILC sample of 80m is measured with TDR. The heating band is wrapped
around the cable at the position of 60m from the pulse injection point over half
meter distance. Measurements are performed at two temperatures: 24 ◦C (room
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Figure 4.21: Attenuation of a three-core PILC cable after correction for the adaptor.

temperature) and 70 ◦C. Heating is applied for two hours to get uniform temperature
at the cross section of the hot spot. Figure 4.23 shows that the reflection from the
hot spot (around 0.78µs; reflection around 1.11µs is from the far open end) has
negative polarity. That means that the characteristic impedance at the hot spot for
PILC decreases by increased temperature.

4.3.3 Discussion

For a single-core cable, the characteristic impedance can be estimated by [21]

Zc =
1

2π

√
µ0

ε0εr
ln

(
rS
rC

)
(4.8)

where εr is the relative permittivity of insulation material, rS and rC are the radius
of the inner surface of earth screen and the conductor. Comparing (4.8) with (4.3),
the impedance has a similar dependence on relative permittivity as the propagation
velocity. The polarity of reflection observed for reflection on a hot spot is consistent
with the measured change in propagation velocity both for XLPE and for PILC
insulation. It is also consistent with the observed behavior in Section 4.2, including
the non-linear behavior of the relative permittivity with temperature for XLPE.
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Figure 4.22: Velocity of a three-core PILC cable after correction for the adaptor.
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Figure 4.23: TDR result for a three-core PILC cable with far end open at different
temperature; the bottom figure is the difference between two patterns.

4.4 Conclusion

Experiments show that high frequency signals propagate faster with higher
temperatures for XLPE and slower for PILC cable insulation. It is observed that
the temperature effect on propagation velocity is more significant for PILC than for
XLPE. Also the measurements indicate non-linearity of the temperature dependence
of the propagation velocity in XLPE. The temperature dependence of the real part
of permittivity (εr) contributes for the major part to the velocity change for both
XLPE and PILC cables.

Field data confirms the correlation between propagation velocity along power
cables and its load current, which offers the possibility to monitor cable temperature
(loading) via the propagation time. This methodology can be used to develop a
combined MV cable PD monitoring and dynamic rating system. It can be used
when application of specific temperature sensing equipment, like optic fiber, is
economically not feasible. The propagation time should be checked within time
intervals short enough to follow thermal response time, e.g. every ten minutes.

Hot spot changes the local cable impedance. For XLPE cable, the characteristic
impedance increases with temperature while for PILC cable, it decreases. This
temperature dependence relates mainly to the permittivity of the insulation material.
The impedance change can be observed from the reflection in the TDR measurement.
SCG synchronization pulses can be utilized to monitor reflection change caused by
impedance variation in on-line applications.





Chapter 5

Water ingress monitoring

5.1 Introduction

Moisture is one of the most common causes of deterioration to the properties of oil-
impregnated paper insulation [80]. The research focuses on PILC cables. Nowadays
XLPE cables are manufactured with water-retardant insulation [81, 82, 83] and also
have a water tight design, making these hardly susceptible for degradation by water.
Moreover, the majority of Dutch MV network is still equipped with PILC cables.
Reference [84] investigated the water ingress process into a PILC cable with TDR,
tan δ measurement and Karl Fischer titration technique based on 40 cm and 2.8m
MV cable sample. Other researchers studied water ingress process into LV PILC
cable with short cable samples [85, 86]. This thesis focuses on on-line water ingress
detection for long cable section. The water ingress process is studied in a laboratory
scale setup. TDR measurements are performed during the water ingress process. As
a comparison, the frequency domain cable impedance is measured before and after
the water ingress tests by means of a Network Analyzer. Results are presented and
the implications for water ingress with SCG system are discussed.

5.2 Experimental setup

A segment of 80m MV PILC cable is used for the study. The cross-section of
the cable with its dimension is shown in Figure 5.1. It consists of three circular
conductors embedded in oil-paper insulation surrounded by a lead earth sheath.
The measurement setup is depicted in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. The cable is on a drum
with both ends available. At one end the measurements are performed, whereas
at the other end water ingress takes place. Beyond the water ingress point there
is still about 20m of cable. A hole is made in the lead earth screen to expose the
oil-impregnated paper to moisture. A water tube is glued there with a compressor
to force water into the paper insulation, as shown in Figure 5.3a. A similar approach
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for water injection is described in reference [74]. It should be noted that in field, if
there is damage on the lead sheath and the insulation is exposed to water, due to
the load cycle and pressure change, oil may come out of the cable at high pressure
and water will be sucked in at low pressure. The experiment described in this
chapter only focuses on the effect of water ingress. To stimulate water ingress,
about 1.5 bar pressure is set for the compressor. Karl Fischer titration technique
is commonly used to monitor the moisture of the paper insulation, but it needs to
extract a paper sample which would destroy the cable segment [87, 88]. Instead,
a commercial humidity sensor (SHT71 sensor) is applied. This sensor is designed
for air humidity measurement. The sensor does not measure the absolute humidity,
which is the mass of water vapor divided by the mass of dry air in a volume of
air at a given temperature. It measures the relative humidity, which is the ratio
between the current absolute humidity and the highest possible absolute humidity.
Reference [89] used the same sensor type for XLPE insulation measurement and the
authors claimed to get reliable results. Reference [90] tested own-developed sensors,
but based on a similar idea as with the one used in [89] for humility measurement on
PILC cable. To install the humidity sensor in the oil-impregnated paper insulation,

31.30mm

2.15mm

4.60mm

5.15mm

Figure 5.1: Cross-section of PILC cable with dimension tested for water ingress.

a hole is drilled in the lead screen and the sensor is attached tightly to the paper
insulation and sealed with rubber tape, as shown in Figure 5.3b. In total four sensors
are placed along the cable with about 1m distance from each other. The positions
are indicated in Figure 5.2. Sensors 1, 2 and 4 are on the top of the cable as is
the water injection, while sensor 3 is at the same distance as sensor 2 but at the
bottom side of the cable. At the measurement port in Figure 5.2, TDR and Network
Analyzer measurements are performed.
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higher than 3% (in weight) can be considered critical based on available empirical
data. The sensor employed in this experiment starts recording around 20%. This
value should not be interpreted as absolute moisture content of the oil-impregnated
paper but its changing value can be considered as a measure for the development of
water penetration. Moisture content is increasing with time for all sensors, indicating
that water is pressed into the cable insulation. The readings from sensor 1 have
inconsistent behavior compared with the other sensors. This may be caused by
improper installation of the sensor. Sensors 2, 3 and 4 show similar moisture increase
with time. In the first month, sensor 3 (at the bottom) responds faster than sensor
2 (on top). This indicates that the water penetrates first to the bottom at the
water injection point and then propagates along the cable, as indicated in Figure
5.5. During the second month, moisture content from sensor 2 overtakes sensor
3, which means that the propagation path on top of the cable insulation is easier
for water at that time. The water penetration path is dependent on the local paper
structure. Both TDR measurement and impedance measurement with the Network
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Figure 5.4: Moisture for each sensor with time; x-axis date format is year-month-day.

Analyzer are performed at the beginning of the water injection; about halfway the
experiment (18 days after the experiment started) and at the end (after 42 days).
The humidities at the time of measurement are summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Measured humidities at different time of the water ingress experiment.

days sensor 1 sensor 2 sensor 3 sensor 4
0 23% 30% 27% 26%
18 28% 29% 36% 46%
42 88% 83% 73% 80%

For the TDR measurements, a pulse width of 8 ns is applied. Comparison
between the three recorded patterns is shown in Figure 5.6. Though in the original
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Conductor
Paper insulation

Lead earth screen
Outer jacket

Water injection

Figure 5.5: Possible water penetration path is indicated with dashed line.

TDR patterns, no direct observable change can be found, the difference between
two patterns shows a peak at the water injection point (around 60m). To further
reduce noise, average filtering is applied to the differential patterns. A window with
length corresponding to 2m cable length is shifted along the result in Figure 5.6.
A running average value within the window length is taken. The negative peak in
the bottom figure around 60m indicates that water decreases the cable impedance.
In addition to the TDR measurement, one-port Network Analyzer measurement is
performed to obtain the frequency response. In order to be consistent with the
TDR measurement, the frequency upper limit is set to be 80MHz, which is the
maximum frequency for the function generator (Agilent 33250a) used in the TDR
measurement. The measured impedances are shown in Figure 5.7. The observed
oscillation period corresponds to the cable length. Direct comparison of the spectra
at the three instances shows similar behavior.

From the frequency domain cable impedance a time domain representation can
be constructed. Time domain can be converted to position by multiplying with the
signal propagation velocity for the cable. Assume a Dirac current pulse is applied
to the measured impedance. In this approximation the injection pulse in frequency
domain can be considered as constant (take 1). Voltage response can be obtained
by:

U(f) = Z(f) · I(f) = Z(f) · 1. (5.1)

Inverse Fourier transform is applied to U(f) to get the voltage response in the
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in total 80m

heating band

water tank with compressor at

RH/T sensor

1 st, 61.14m

4th, 57.5m

3rd, 59.84m

2nd,59.84m

58.67m

measurement port

Figure 5.2: Water ingress test setup; triangles indicate humidity sensors.

(a) Water ingress point. (b) Sensor sealed by rubber tape.

Figure 5.3: Photos for water ingress experiment.

5.3 Experimental result

The experiment has been carried out for a period of about two months. Data from
each moisture sensor is logged and shown in Figure 5.4. Reference [86] stated that
moisture content measured with Karl Fischer titration for oil-impregnated paper
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ingress experiment; M-B is the difference between pattern M and B, A-B is the
difference between pattern A and B; Ma(M-B) means the moving average filter is
applied to the result of M-B, Ma(A-B) means moving average filter is applied to the
result of A-B.

time domain, which can be compared to the TDR measurement result. The
calculated voltage response is shown in Figure 5.8. The first figure shows the direct
transformation result; the subsequent figures show the difference of the measurement
taken halfway the experiment and at the end of the measurement with respect to
the initial situation. In these differences, a reflection arises near the water ingress
position. In Figure 5.9 the TDR and NA results are normalized and compared. Both
methods show a similar feature in the patterns around 60m.

5.4 Water ingress analysis

The impedance change of PILC cables caused by water ingress can be utilized for
water ingress location. Water has a much higher permittivity than oil-impregnated
paper. The ingress of water therefore increases the permittivity for wet oil-
impregnated paper, leading to a lower impedance according to (4.8). The water
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content or the permittivity change of the oil-impregnated paper after the water
ingress is a valuable quantity. However, its measurement can be awkward when it
should be determined from taking a sample. Furthermore, the water distribution is
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not homogeneous which might lead to different results based on samples taken at
different locations.

A different procedure is chosen to estimate the change of permittivity. The
transmission line parameters (characteristic impedance, propagation coefficient) are
extracted from the PILC cable measurement before exposure to water ingress, based
on pulse reflection as described in reference [40]. The obtained parameters are used
to simulate the TDR measurement setup with cascaded ABCD-matrices. The first
matrix corresponds to unaffected PILC, followed by a cable segment which has
modified characteristics due to the water ingress. At the end healthy PILC cable is
assumed with the same characteristics as the first part. Based on the locations of
humidity sensors in the experiment, it is assumed that the part with water ingress is
3m long. According to Figure 5.6 and 5.8, the distortion around the water injection
point extends over about this distance. The characteristic impedance over this
section is adjusted to fit the measured TDR (Figure 5.6) and Network Analyzer
result (Figure 5.8) with the assumption that water is immersed homogeneously over
this cable section. The best fitting impedance for the cable section with water ingress
corresponds to a drop of 2% with respect to the original impedance value.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between simulation and TDR / NA measurement result.
“TDR, A-B” is the voltage difference between the pattern after water ingress and before
water ingress measured with TDR method; “TDR, Ma(A-B)” is the moving average
result; “NA, A-B” is the voltage difference between the pattern after water ingress and
before water ingress measured with Network Analyzer; “Sim” means simulation.

With (4.8), the permittivity change can be approximated based on the impedance
variation. The 2% drop in impedance corresponds to about 4% increase of the
relative permittivity εrw with respect to the relative permittivity εr of the dry oil-
impregnated paper. The permittivity for a mixture, according to [91] is given by

εrw = εH2O + 2 · c · εH2O
εr − εH2O

εr + εH2O − c · (εr − εH2O)
(5.2)
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where εH2O is the relative permittivity of water and c is the volume concentration
of the oil-impregnated paper. Fraction 1 − c is the volume concentration of the
water; it amounts to 0.37% based on εr=3.5 and εH2O=78.5 [92]. It should be
noted that the volume concentration can not be compared directly with the water
content in literature, e.g. [80] where the water content is derived from Karl Fischer
titration, since Karl Fischer titration obtains the result with weight instead of
volume. According to reference [93, 94], density of oil-impregnated paper is in the
same range as water, thus water concentration in volume can be approximately
regarded also as concentration in weight.

5.5 Discussion

The visibility of water ingress depends on the magnitude of the impedance change
it causes. Water content results in a change in impedance and therefore cause
signal reflection. From (5.2) it can be observed that already small concentrations
of moisture result in an appreciable change in the relative permittivity and thereby
characteristic impedance. Figure 5.10 shows the change in reflection coefficient as
a function of water volume concentration. At a concentration of 3% the reflection
is about 7% of full reflection. This indicates that moisture concentration below the
critical concentration of 3% (weight) according to [86] can in principle be detected.
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Figure 5.10: Water ingress impact on cable insulation permittivity and characteristic
impedance; εrw and Zcw are the relative permittivity and characteristic impedance of
cable section where water ingress has taken place; original relative permittivity without
water ingress is 3.5; relative permittivity for water is 78.5; characteristic impedance
of a cable without water ingress is 10Ω.

The visibility of water ingress also depends on the distance over which it has
taken place and on the distance from the observation site. Assume at position
xw water ingress has occurred over a length lw, which changes the characteristic
impedance to Zw. These aspects are simulated for a three-core PILC cable. The
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simulation setup is shown in Figure 5.11. A pulse injection circuit is attached to
one side of a 5 km power cable. The applied pulse width is 100 ns for injection and
bandwidth for the simulation is 100MHz. The characteristic impedance for a typical
MV cable is taken to be 10Ω [14]. The coaxial measurement cables are included
in the simulation with their specified lengths; a T connector is used to connect
the coaxial cable and oscilloscope; no additional impedance is introduced by the
adaptor at the measurement port; the propagation coefficient for the simulated cable
is the same as for the cable in Appendix A. The water ingress simulation results are

measurement port
open end

water ingress part

5 km

lw
xw

0.05 m 0.4 m

T connector

Figure 5.11: Simulation setup for water ingress impact on TDR result.

shown in Figure 5.12a and 5.12b. Water ingress is assumed over a length of 3m at
five different positions. Similar water ingress length at further distances results in
decreasing detectability. The length over which the water ingress has taken place
is varied in Figure 5.12c and the impedance change caused by the water ingress
in Figure 5.12d. It is observed that the detectability increases with longer water
ingress section and bigger impedance variation. Since the affected part is considered
as a short transmission line with different characteristic impedance, reflections occur
at both sides of the affected cable part. If these sides are close to each other, the
reflections back to the signal injection source tend to add up to zero. Therefore, short
sections of deteriorated insulation are less visible. This also depends on the frequency
content of the reflected signals. By observing higher frequency components, shorter
regions of water ingress can be detected. However, higher frequency components
decay faster during propagation. This lowers the sensitivity of short ingress regions
at larger distances.

A simplified estimate of the sensitivity as function of Zw and lw can be obtained
when it is assumed that reflections as from a certain amplitude can be detected
via TDR. Assume a 100 ns, 1V pulse is injected into the cable connection and the
threshold for reflection recognition is 1mV. Figure 5.13 shows such a graph where
vertically the maximum distance is plotted to a detectable water ingress region.
Horizontally, the impedance changes by water ingress and distance over which it
extends are plotted. The simulation is performed up to an impedance drop of 5%.
This corresponds roughly to an increase in relative permittivity of 11% which means
around 1% water ingress according to Figure 5.10. Simulations are performed up
to 5 m length of affected insulation. Reflection from longer lengths will continue
to increase as long as this length is still shorter than characteristic wavelengths
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the water ingress impact on TDR. “Reference” means
the result without water ingress.

corresponding to the main frequency components in the recorded reflections. It
stops when the reflections at both ends of this section start separating from each
other. For instance at a distance of 1 km, reflections from both ends of 100m length
of water ingress (Zw = 9.9 Ω) start to separate. Further increase from 100m to 110m
causes an increase in frontend reflection of about 16 nV, which is not detectable. It
should be noted that more factors play a role. In practice, the detection limit is
determined by interference from external sources, noise and the options to apply
appropriate signal processing techniques [95]. Furthermore, a smooth change in
concentration instead of an abrupt change will reduce the reflection magnitude.

In case water enters the cable over a considerable length, it reduces the
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propagation time considerably (because of the increase of the dielectric constant).
Figure 5.14 shows the average normalized velocity with certain amount of water
ingress over a percentage of cable. If water ingress takes considerable percentage,
both in volume percentage and in length of the cable, the propagation time is changed
considerably and can be detected. For example, 1% water ingress over 10% of cable
length results in 0.54% change in overall propagation time.

5.6 Conclusion

Water ingress lowers the characteristic impedance of the PILC cable, which leads to
change in the pulse reflections. A SCG system can make use of this feature to detect
possible water ingress locations. For the interpretation, it must be noted that the
magnitude of the reflection depends on the water concentration and on the distance
over which this penetration has occurred. The latter effect can be analyzed by
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looking into the frequency content of the reflection. Short lengths with water ingress
will be overlooked for injected signal components with long wavelengths, whereas
short wavelength, compared to the distance with water ingress, can be suitable for
detection. However, the transmission of the injected signals will be limited by the
overall transmission of the whole cable connection.

When the water ingress reaches a considerable length, the propagation time
(velocity) will be affected. For cables in service, periodic changes in signal
propagation time due to temperature variation upon load cycling should be
distinguished from changes upon water ingress. Water ingress will always cause
a decrease in velocity, which is different from variation related to temperature.





Chapter 6

On-line frequency domain cable
diagnostics

6.1 Introduction

SCG analyzes time domain signals to diagnose MV power cables based on partial
discharge. Though time domain techniques are widely applied in cable diagnosis,
frequency domain methods are emerging recently [18, 19, 96, 97]. The general idea of
a frequency domain method is to perform a frequency sweep on the cable impedance.
A degraded cable section or a section with a cable fault changes the cable impedance
at the specific location. By transforming the measured impedance in the frequency
domain to the time domain, the fault/degradation location can be identified. This
approach has been utilized also for water ingress location in Chapter 5. This chapter
discusses the perspectives to integrate this frequency domain method into an on-line
system as SCG.

6.2 Methodology

Inductive coupling is employed to allow for on-line impedance measurement. A bulk
current injection probe (BCIP) can be installed to obtain strong mutual coupling
with circuits inside an RMU. With strong coupling the impedance observed at the
BCIP terminals, the primary circuit, depends essentially on the impedance from
the circuit around which this coil is placed, the secondary circuit. This allows for
observation of any changes in RMU and connected cables which causes a change
of impedance. To extract this information from the observed BCIP impedance a
calibration procedure is required. As introduced in Chapter 3, Figure 3.8, the BCIP
can be modelled as a “T” structure with primary side impedance Z1, secondary side
impedance Z2 and mutual impedance Zm. Calibration is achieved by placing the
BCIP in a calibration fixture, as shown in Figure 6.1. The left N-type connector
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BCIP

Brass plate

Conductor

N-type connector

Shorted

Input impedance measured by
Network Analyzer

Short, open and 50 Ω

Figure 6.1: Calibration fixture for the BCIP.

is shorted while the input impedance of the fixture is measured from the right
connector. By loading the BCIP with open, short and 50Ω, and measuring the input
impedance of the calibration fixture, the three impedances in the “T” structure are
derived. The result for the BCIP is shown in Figure 6.2 [21].

At low frequency (up to around 700 kHz), measurement errors cause the peaks for
Z1 and Z2. However the frequency range of interest in mainly above 700 kHz. When
the BCIP is clamped around a circuit, the BCIP input impedance will be determined
by the circuit load. The frequency dependent circuit load can then be extracted from
the measured input impedance of BCIP. Based on (5.1), the frequency domain load
impedance can be converted to an equivalent TDR result via the inverse Fourier
transform. Any impedance variation changes the TDR result starting as from that
specific location. Thus the impedance variation location can be identified. The
process is illustrated in the scheme of Figure 6.3.

6.3 Experiment

The detectability of local variations of the impedance along a cable connection is
investigated. It is based on a frequency scan of the cable impedance observed at
the cable end inside an RMU. The test circuit shown in Figure 6.4 consists of an
RMU with two connected cables. There are cable joint positions at 360m on the left
(transition XLPE to PILC cable) and at 60m on the right (PILC to XLPE). At the
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Frequency domain impedance scan with BCIP IFFT
Time domain TDR result

Impedance variation Reflection variation

Figure 6.3: Procedure for frequency domain cable diagnostics based on impedance
variation.

far ends or at these joints, impedance variations can be introduced. The BCIP is
situated at the busbar as shown in Figure 6.4. Its input impedance is measured with
the Network Analyzer and subsequently converted to time domain. By employing

±80m

XLPE

±65m

PILC

±360m ±60m
PILCXLPE

A B

Open

BCIP

Joint Joint

Open

Termination BTermination A

Figure 6.4: Test circuit for frequency domain impedance scan.
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Figure 6.6: Ferrite core impedance measurement setup (a) and measured result (b).

an average propagation velocity of 120m/µs, the waveforms shown in Figure 6.5 are
plotted as functions of distance, where average propagation velocity is derived as:

vavg =
vXLPE · lXLPE + vPILC · lPILC

lXLPE + lPILC
. (6.1)

(v is velocity, l is length, subscripts indicate cable types)

To test the method, a short-circuit is made at termination A, Figure 6.5a and at
termination B, Figure 6.5b. The responses are compared with a reference obtained
with open terminations. In the bottom sub-figures the differences with the reference
patterns are depicted. Deviations start to occur as from about 450m and 168m,
which correspond with the distances to the cable terminations. The average velocity
causes mismatch from the derived distance to the test circuit in Figure 6.4.

A change of impedance somewhere along the cable connection is simulated by
adding a ferrite core around the earth screens of the cable joints. The applied ferrite
core is a commercial product (TX140/106/25-3f3, where 140/106 is the toroid core
outer/inner diameter dimensions in mm, 25 indicates the thickness in mm and 3f3
specifies the material). Since it cannot be split, it could not be calibrated as the
BCIP. Instead, its impedance addition to a specific circular loop on which it was
installed, was measured with the Network Analyzer as shown in Figure 6.6a. The
difference of circuit loop impedance with and without ferrite is shown in Figure
6.6b. The real part impedance difference indicates that the ferrite adds resistive loss
to the circuit while the imaginary part behaves inductively at lower frequency and
capacitively at higher frequency. Although the impedance addition may be slightly
different from the case when the ferrite is installed on a cable circuit in the field, this
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Figure 6.7: Frequency domain impedance scan for cable impedance variation at
joints; top figures are the inverse Fourier transform from the impedance scan for
reference measurement and specific impedance variation, bottom figures are the
differences between them.
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result can be used as an indication on the amount of impedance variation that can
be expected. The patterns in Figure 6.7a and 6.7b indicate deviations with respect
to the reference pattern. The arrows point to positions at 380m and 66m which
correspond to the joints A and B.

6.4 Sensitivity
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Figure 6.8: 50Ω coaxial cable test setup with variable Zx at 57m distance from the
BCIP.
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Figure 6.9: Resistive impedance variation for Zx in Figure 6.8, subscripts of Z in
the legend indicate the resistance value of Zx.

To get an indication for the minimum detectable impedance variation, a
controlled setup is designed based on 50Ω measurement cables. The setup shown in
Figure 6.8 consists of three reels of coaxial cables: two with length of about 57m and
one with about 200m length of cable. A variable impedance is placed in between
the 57m cables. These cables are terminated with 50Ω. The BCIP is placed at
the connection point of these cables to the 200m cable on the right. This cable
has an open end. The frequency dependent impedance of the circuit is measured
using the BCIP, as discussed in Section 6.3. A variable impedance Zx is introduced
in the connection. Keeping the rest of the setup unchanged, the value of Zx is
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Figure 6.10: 50Ω coaxial cable test result: Zx is varied as in Figure 6.9 with the
impedance values indicated as subscripts.
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Figure 6.11: 50Ω coaxial cable test setup with variable Zx at 200m distance from
the BCIP.

varied to investigate the differences in the inverse Fourier transform results. Zx is
a carbon resistor and in the investigated frequency range up to 15MHz; it behaves
as a resistor with an inductor in series (the stray capacitance is not noticeable).
The resistance is the rated value and the inductance arises from the loop formed by
the connecting wires of the resistor. Zx is reduced stepwise as in Figure 6.9, where
Zx is measured directly with the Network Analyzer. Their inductive contribution
values are equal, because of similar loops in the wiring. As observed in Figure 6.9b,
where differences with respect to the measurement with lowest resistance is shown,
an impedance difference down to 0.3Ω is tested. The extracted time domain result
from impedance measurement is shown in Figure 6.10. The time domain responses
vary more significant as the difference in Zx increases. At 57m distance from the
BCIP, down to 0.3Ω resistive variation can be detected by the frequency domain
method.

To investigate the dependency between the change in reflected voltage pulse and
the distance from the impedance variation location to the observation point, the
setup is modified as shown in Figure 6.11. The distance is increased to 200m and
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Figure 6.12: 50Ω coaxial cable test: Zx is varied as in Figure 6.9 with the added
impedance values indicated as index.
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Figure 6.13: Mesh indicates simulation for 50Ω coaxial cable test setup of Figure
6.8 with impedance variation (from 0 to 5Ω) at 50m, 100m, 200m, 500m and 1000m;
results from measurement with added impedance at 57m and 200m are shown together
with their simulation accounting for loop inductance.

the same impedance variations as in Figure 6.9 are studied. Figure 6.12 shows a
smaller but still visible structure in the patterns at 200m distance.

Besides impedance variation and distance, detection limitations may arise in field
application due to noise and interference from external sources. Thus the sensitivity
is dependent on the impedance variation, the attenuation (distance) and the signal
to noise/interference ratio. To illustrate these relations, a detailed simulation based
on setup in Figure 6.8 is performed, in which Zx is varied from 0 to 5Ω (10% of
the cable characteristic impedance) and the distance from Zx to BCIP is varied
(50m, 100m, 200m, 500m and 1000m), resulting in Figure 6.13. The mesh shows
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that the voltage variation decreases with longer distance and smaller impedance
change. The simulation and measured result at 57m and 200m show similar trends.
Because Zx is not only resistive but includes an inductive component, see Figure
6.9, the measurements (Mea. 57 and Mea. 200) deviate slightly from the mesh.
Simulations taking this inductive component into account are also indicated and
they match the experimental result.

As long as the measurement noise is lower than the voltage variation, it is
detectable by the frequency domain method to diagnose a power cable.

6.5 Conclusion

The basic procedure of the frequency domain method to diagnose a power cable
based on the impedance variation is presented and it is verified by small scale 10 kV
cable network experiment. The sensitivity is checked by an experiment on coaxial
measurement cable and by simulation. The detection limit is dependent on cable
design, impedance variation, attenuation and measurement error (including noise).

The frequency domain impedance scan measurement by employing a Network
Analyzer is economically not realistic to be integrated into the present SCG
system. The pulse injection feature of SCG can be utilized as an alternative for
such impedance measurement. The information from the cable impedance can be
retrieved from the input impedance of the BCIP. Instead of performing a direct
frequency scan, time-domain reflection onto the BCIP can be employed. To this
end the transfer function between injection and reflection from the BCIP has to
be determined. To separate injection and reflection, a sufficient long cable length
between signal source and BCIP is needed. The present SCG has to be adjusted
for such connection in order to incorporate the impedance scan method, as shown
in Figure 6.14. This technique only shows from which distance the cable impedance

signal source

Injected pulse

BCIP reflection

BCIP

Figure 6.14: Schematic for the on-line impedance measurement setup.

has changed. If several cables are connected to the same busbar the variation may
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arise from any cable. By combining responses taken from both cable ends the origin
of the impedance variation can be identified.





Chapter 7

Conclusions, contributions and
recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

The thesis aims to evaluate options to extend the functionality of the SCG system.
Several aspects are investigated which add diagnostic tools to provide information
on the cable condition besides partial discharge detection and location.

Modelling

Single-core and three-core underground power cable models to obtain transmission
line parameters have been investigated and compared with measured results. Power
cable joint models are proposed and validated. Together with cable and RMU
models, it is possible to simulate the complete cable circuit. Modal analysis is applied
to analyze the ground path influence to the signal propagation along a power cable.
The ground return path has high attenuation both for single-core and three-core
cables and its propagation velocity is slower. Simulation shows that this ground
mode signal has minor effect on the PD signal detection by SCG system.

Single-sided PD monitoring

The approach to realize single-sided PD monitoring for cables in service is proposed
in the thesis. The proposed method can simplify the system and enrich the
application scenarios. Two approaches are proposed. Both of them are based on
comparing a reference pattern obtained from an injected signal to patterns from a
PD. The first approach relies on transfer functions for achieving directional sensing.
The second approach is based on added impedance by placing ferrite material at a
defined place in the connection to provide a reference reflection point. Experiments
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show that both approaches can locate the PD origin successfully with uncertainty
in the order of 2% with respect to the time of PD pulse traveling to the sensor. In
order to be integrated into SCG system, the robustness of the first approach (transfer
functions based) needs to be investigated while the second approach (ferrite material
based) is more promising for trial.

Cable temperature/loading monitoring

It is proposed to monitor the cable dynamic load with the propagation time
as being made available from SCG, which offers an extra functionality to the
SCG without additional investment. High frequency signals propagate faster with
higher temperatures for XLPE cable and slower for PILC. It is observed that the
temperature effect on propagation velocity is more significant for PILC (around
1% velocity change for 10 ◦C variation) than for XLPE (around 0.5% velocity
change for 10 ◦C variation). Measurements indicate non-linearity in the temperature
dependence of the propagation velocity in XLPE insulated cables. The temperature
dependence of the real part of the cable insulation permittivity (εr) is the major
cause for the propagation velocity change observed for both XLPE and PILC cables.

Cable water ingress monitoring

The effect of water ingress to PILC cable impedance is studied experimentally.
Moisture in the insulation material decreases the characteristic impedance, leading
to a pulse reflection variation. The magnitude of the reflection is a measure for
water penetration. Significant reflection occurs at a low percentage of volume
concentration. It seems feasible to observe concentrations of water ingress below
critical level. Important factors determining the sensitivity are the length over
which ingress has taken place and the distance with respect to the detection side.
Alternatively, if water ingress has taken place over a considerable fraction of the
total connection length (e.g. 10%), it may be observed through a change of the
overall signal propagation time.

Frequency domain cable diagnostics

A different diagnostic method, based on impedance scan is proposed in this thesis.
The method can be implemented for on-line application by scanning the input
impedance of a BCIP around the earth connection. A change of impedance in the
cable will be reflected in the inverse Fourier transform of the measured frequency
spectrum of the cable impedance. The proposed approach is validated with a
small scale MV network and the impedance variation is successfully detected over a
distance up to about 400m.
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7.2 Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis are:

• Aspects regarding to power cable models are integrated into a complete system
suitable for cable connection study. These aspects include cable frequency
dependent model, effect of semiconducting layer and of ground return path.
Models for power cables joints are proposed to incorporate this component
into simulations.

• Single-sided PD monitoring system is studied for on-line application.
Compared with the present double-sided system, it is more convenient in terms
of installation and operation. Options are proposed to improve recognition of
reflections from the cable under test and to distinguish them from signals from
elsewhere.

• Propagation velocity is proposed to be employed as an indicator for cable
dynamic rating. This is an economically feasible solution for MV cable
networks. It probes directly the temperature of the power cable insulation
itself.

• The impact of moisture on characteristic impedance of the cable and on the
high frequency signal propagation velocity is investigated. A method to detect
water ingress into PILC cable is proposed.

• On-line frequency domain cable diagnostic approach as alternative to time
domain is investigated. This technique is better capable to detect changes
in local characteristic impedance variations along the cable. In addition to
time domain PD detection it offers information on local degradation in power
cables.

7.3 Recommendations

It has been shown that the high frequency signal propagation time is dependent
on cable temperature. A rough temperature variation estimation is given based on
limited experiment results. However, to reversely derive the cable loading from the
SCG propagation time, the effect of many parameters (e.g. soil condition) should be
included. Future research can look into the possibility to extract the dynamic cable
conductor temperature considering non-homogeneous soil environment. Moreover,
it becomes more difficult when PILC and XLPE cables are combined. Shifts of
reflection points could maybe employed to detect which structure in a pattern is
affected by which cable segments. Adding ferrite at suitable places to mark these
reflection points could be investigated in future work.

Off-line experiments show positive results for single-sided PD monitoring. A
pilot project is suggested for its on-line application. A recommendation for future
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research could be related to restrictions and opportunities on application in the field
and from that define what are the situations where it is feasible in practice.

The on-line impedance method is validated by an experiment. For field
application the amount of impedance change, which can be expected with certain
types of defects causing the cable impedance change, should be known. Integrating
the impedance scan approach into SCG is definitely interesting for future research.



Appendix A

Optimization for cable joint model

Figure A.1 illustrates the cable joint with adaptor and the corresponding model.
The joint is modeled as three cascaded transmission lines. The adaptors at the
cable ends are simulated as additional cable lengths with shunt capacitances.

adaptor adaptor

adaptor adaptor

transmission line 1
transmission line 2

transmission line 3

measured S-parameters

cable joint’s S-parameters

4ladl 4ladr

Cjl Cjr

Figure A.1: Schematics of the cable joint with adaptor and the corresponding model.
The adaptors are modeled by a piece of transmission line and a parallel capacitor and
the cable joint is modeled by three cascaded transmission lines.

To eliminate the adaptor’s effect on the measured S-parameters, based on the
model in Figure A.1, 4ladl, 4ladr, Cjl and Cjr are compensated in the measured S-
parameters with an optimization procedure, which is shown in Figure A.2. It should
be noted that during the optimization of 4ladl, 4ladr and the three pieces of the
transmission line for the cable joint, a reference propagation coefficient is needed as
input. The reference propagation coefficient used here is taken from measurement
on a typical MV cable (12.5/12.5 kV, 3×95mm2 PILC cable as in reference [14]).
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Extrapolation is performed for data in the frequencies higher than the measurement.
The result is shown in Figure A.3. Firstly, 4ladl is compensated with the input
parameter of the velocity plotted in Figure A.3. Since this transmission line is
considered to be lossless, only phase shift is compensated. The optimized 4ladl is
found when the absolute average angle of the input impedance seen from the left side
is minimum, where the input impedance is derived from the S11 parameter as in
(2.12). Secondly,4ladr is compensated by looking for the minimum absolute average
angle of the input impedance seen from the right side (based on S22). Thirdly, Cjl
is determined and its effect is eliminated. The objective function to determine Cjl
is to find the minimum of the absolute average angle of S11. Finally, the effect of
Cjr is removed from the measured data and the condition to find its value is when
the absolute average angle of S22 is minimum.

Measured S parameters

left adaptor 4ladl optimization

min|average6 Zin|
based on S11

right adaptor4ladr optimization

left capacitor Cjl optimization

right capacitor Cjr optimization

Corrected S parameters

min|average6 Zin|
based on S22

min|average6 S11|

min|average6 S22|

update S parameters

update S parameters

update S parameters

Figure A.2: Flow chart of the optimization procedure to correct the measured S-
parameters.
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Figure A.3: Attenuation and propagation velocity extracted from measurement on
a 200m (12.5/12.5 kV, 3×95mm2 CU) PILC cable [14] which are used for reference
parameters to optimize cable joint model. (a) attenuation and (b) propagation velocity
used for optimization.





Appendix B

Single-core cable model

A typical single-core cable is shown in Figure B.1. It consists of four layers:

rC

core conductor

rI
insulation

rS
rO

earth screen

outer sheath

Figure B.1: Configuration of a single-core XLPE cable.

1. core-conductor with radius rC ;

2. insulation with thickness rI − rC ;

3. earth screen with thickness rS − rI ;

4. outer jacket with thickness rO − rS .

The shunt admittance matrix Y (S/m) and series impedance matrix Z (Ω/m)
have to satisfy the Telegrapher’s equations in frequency domain, as stated in (2.22).
They relate the voltage vector U and current vector I which are

U = [Uc Us]
T I = [Ic Is]

T . (B.1)
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B.1 Series impedance matrix Z

∆x

Ic z1

UcIs

Us

z3
z5

z7

z4

z2

z6

x x + ∆x

Uc + ∆Uc

Us + ∆Us

Earth

Screen

Conductor

(a) Series impedances of the cable model.

Conductor

Screen

Earth

z1 + z2 + z3 − z4
z4

z5 + z6 + z7 − z4

dUc

dx
dUs

dx

Ic

Is

(b) Equivalent circuit for series impedance matrix.

Figure B.2: Equivalent series impedance circuit for single-core cable.

The equivalent circuit for the series impedance is shown in Figure B.2. The
components of the series impedance matrix Z in (2.22) can be written as:

Z =

[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22

]

=

[
z1 + z2 + z3 + z5 + z6 + z7 − 2z4 z5 + z6 + z7 − z4

z5 + z6 + z7 − z4 z5 + z6 + z7

] (B.2)

where z1 ∼ z7 can be expressed with analytical functions or determined by
approximations of involved Bessel functions [98]. For the Bessel function, I0(x), I1(x)
are the modified Bessel functions of the first kind; K0(x),K1(x) are the modified
Bessel functions of the second kind.
z1, the internal impedance of the conductor

• full expression

z1 =
ρCmCI0(mCrC)

2πrCI1(mCrC)
(B.3)
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• approximation

z1 =
ρCmC

2πrC
coth(0.733mCrC) +

0.3179ρC
πr2C

mC =

√
jωµ0µC
ρC

(B.4)

where ρC and µC are the resistivity and relative permeability of core-
conductor, respectively.

z2, the insulator impedance due to the time-varying magnetic field in the XLPE
insulation

• full expression

z2 = jω
µ0µI
2π

ln

(
rI
rC

)
(B.5)

where µI is the relative permeability of the insulation material.

z3, the inner screen internal impedance (= voltage drop on the inner surface of the
screen per-unit current which returns via the inner conductor)

• full expression

z3 =
ρSmS

2πrI

A

B

A = I0(xI)K1(xS) +K0(xI)I1(xS)

B = K1(xI)I1(xS)− I1(xI)K1(xS)

xI = mSrI , xS = mSrS

(B.6)

• approximation

z3 =
ρSmS

2πrI
coth[mS(rS − rI)]−

ρS
2πrI(rS + rI)

mS =

√
jωµ0µS
ρS

(B.7)

where ρS and µS are the resistivity and relative permeability of the earth,
respectively.

z4, the sheath mutual impedance (= voltage drop along the outer (inner) surface of
the screen per-unit current returns via the inner (outer) conductor, here the outer
conductor is earth)
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• full expression

z4 =
ρS

2πrIrSB
(B.8)

• approximation

z4 =
ρSmS

π(rI + rS)
csch[mS(rS − rI)]. (B.9)

z5, the outer screen internal impedance (= voltage drop along the outer surface of
the screen when current returns via earth)

• full expression

z5 =
ρSmS

2πrS

C

B

C = K1(xI)I0(xS) + I1(xI)K0(xS)

(B.10)

• approximation

z5 =
ρSmS

2πrS
coth[mS(rS − rI)] +

ρS
2πrS(rS + rI)

. (B.11)

z6, the impedance due to the time-varying magnetic field in outer-sheath

• full expression

z6 = jω
µ0µO

2π
ln

(
rO
rS

)
(B.12)

where µO is the relative permeability of outer jacket.

z7, the self-impedance of the earth-return path

• a closed form approximation [48]

z7 =
ρEm

2
E

2π

[
K0(mErO) +

2

4 +m2
Er

2
O

e−2mEh

]

mE =

√
jωµ0µE
ρE

(B.13)

where ρE and µE are the resistivity and relative permeability of screen,
respectively; K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, h is
the buried cable depth (from earth surface to the cable center point). An
alternative way (zs) to calculate the earth return path impedance is discussed
in Chapter 2.3.1.3.
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Figure B.3: Shunt admittance of the cable model; y1 is the shunt admittance between
the conductor and the screen; y2 is the shunt admittance between the screen and the
earth.

B.2 Shunt admittance matrix Y

The equivalent circuit for shunt admittance is shown in Figure B.3. The shunt
admittance matrix Y in (2.22) can be expressed as:

Y =

[
Y 11 Y 12
Y 21 Y 22

]
=

[
y1 −y1
−y1 y1 + y2

]
= jω(P)−1

P = jω

[
y1 −y1
−y1 y1 + y2

]−1

where

y1 = g1 + jω
2πε0εXLPE
ln(rI/rC)

, y2 = g2 + jω
2πε0εPE
ln(rO/rS)

(B.14)

g1 and g2 represent the leakage conductances across the insulation and outer jacket,
and εXLPE and εPE the corresponding permittivities; P is the potential coefficient
matrix. The conductances g1 and g2 for insulation can be combined with imaginary
part of the complex permittivity if resistivity of the material is not given. Otherwise,
it can be calculated as:

g1 =
2π

ln(rI/rC)ρ1
, g2 =

2π

ln(rO/rS)ρ2
(B.15)

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the resistivity of the material [32, 46].

B.3 Derivation of semi-conducting layer impedance

Figure B.4 shows a general two-layer coaxial structure with inner radius a, middle
radius b and outer radius c. When the two layers are combined into one, they will
result in an equivalent inner internal impedance (zin), outer internal impedance
(zout) and mutual impedance (zm), according to reference [46, 99]:
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a

medium 1
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c
ρa µa

medium 2
ρb µb

Figure B.4: Two-layer coaxial structure.

zin =
m1ρ1
2πaD

(m1ρ1FQ+m2ρ2EP )

zout =
m2ρ2
2πcD

(m1ρ1GR+m2ρ2HS)

zm =
ρ1ρ2

2πabcD
.

(B.16)

D to S are defined as:

D = m1ρ1FG+m2ρ2EH

E = I0(x3)K1(x4) + I1(x4)K0(x3)

F = I1(x4)K1(x3)− I1(x3)K1(x4)

G = I0(x2)K1(x1) + I1(x1)K0(x2)

H = I1(x2)K1(x1)− I1(x1)K1(x2)

P = I0(x1)K1(x2) + I1(x2)K0(x1)

Q = I0(x2)K0(x1)− I0(x1)K0(x2)

R = I0(x4)K1(x3) + I1(x3)K0(x4)

S = I0(x4)K0(x3)− I0(x3)K0(x4)

(B.17)

where

x1 = m1a, x2 = m1b, x3 = m2b, x4 = m2c

m1 =

√
jωµ0µ1

ρ1
, m2 =

√
jωµ0µ2

ρ2
.

(B.18)

The equivalent impedances zin, zout and zm can be expressed as

zin =
z1iz1o + z1iz2i − z21m

z1o + z2i
; zout = z2o −

z22m
z1o + z2i

; zm =
z1mz2m
z1o + z2i

(B.19)
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where z1i = m1ρ1P
2πaH is the inner impedance of layer 1, which is equivalent to z3 in

(B.6); z1m = ρ1
2πabH is the mutual impedance of layer 1, which has an equivalent

expression as z4 in (B.8); z1o = m1ρ1G
2πbH is the outer impedance of layer 1, which is

equivalent to z5 in (B.10); z2i = m2ρ2E
2πbF is the inner impedance of layer 2, which is

similar to the expression of z1i; z2m = ρ2
2πbcF is the mutual impedance of layer 2,

which has similar expression as z1m; z2o = m2ρ2R
2πcF is the outer impedance of layer 2,

which is similar to z1o. The derivation is shown below.

zin =
m1ρ1
2πaD

(m1ρ1FQ+m2ρ2EP )

=
m1ρ1PF

2πaD
(m1ρ1Q/P +m2ρ2E/F )

(
z2i =

m2ρ2E

2πbF

)

=
m1ρ1PF

2πaD
(m1ρ1Q/P + z2i2πb)

=
m1ρ1PF (m1ρ1Q/P + z2i2πb)

2πaHF (m1ρ1G/H +m2ρ2E/F )

(
z1i =

m1ρ1P

2πaH
, z1o =

m1ρ1G

2πbH

)

= z1i
m1ρ1Q/P + z2i2πb

z1o2πb+ z2i2πb

= z1i

m1ρ1Q
2πbP + z2i

z1o + z2i

= z1i
z1o − z21m/z1i + z2i

z1o + z2i

=
z1iz1o + z1iz2i − z21m

z1o + z2i
(B.20)

where

m1ρ1Q

2πbP
=
m1ρ1
2πb

PG− 1
x1x2

PH

[
1

x
= I0(x)K1(x) + I1(x)K0(x)⇒ QH = PG− 1

x1x2

]

=
m1ρ1G

2πbH
− m1ρ1H

2πbx1x2PH2

= z1o − z1m
m1aH

x1x2PH

(
z1m =

ρ1
2πabH

)

= z1o −
z1mm

2
1ρ1

z1i2πx1x2H

(
z1i =

m1ρ1P

2πaH

)

= z1o −
z1mz1mm

2
1ab

z1i(x1x2)
(x1 = m1a, x2 = m1b)

= z1o − z21m/z1i
(B.21)
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zout =
m2ρ2
2πcD

(m1ρ1GR+m2ρ2HS)

=
m2ρ2(m1ρ1GR+m2ρ2HS)

2πc(m1ρ1FG+m2ρ2EH)

=
m2ρ2[m1ρ1GR/(FH) +m2ρ2S/F ]

2πc(m1ρ1G/H +m2ρ2E/F )

(
z1o =

m1ρ1G

2πbH
, z2i =

m2ρ2E

2πbF

)

=
m2ρ2[m1ρ1GR/(FH) +m2ρ2S/F ]

2πc(z1o2πb+ z2i2πb)

(
z2m =

ρ2
2πbcF

)

=
z2mm2(m1ρ1GR/H +m2ρ2S)

2π(z1o + z2i)

=
z2mm2(z1o2πbR+m2ρ2S)

2π(z1o + z2i)

=
z2mm2F (z1o2πbR/F +m2ρ2S/F )

2π(z1o + z2i)

(
z2o =

m2ρ2R

2πcF

)

=
z2mm2F [z1o2πbz2o2πc/(m2ρ2) +m2ρ2S/F ]

2π(z1o + z2i)

(
z2m =

ρ2
2πbcF

)

=
z2mm2ρ2[z1o2πbz2o2πc/(m2ρ2) +m2ρ2S/F ]

z2m4π2bc(z1o + z2i)

=
4π2bcz1oz2o +m2

2ρ
2
2S/F

4π2bc(z1o + z2i)

(
1

x
= I0(x)K1(x) + I1(x)K0(x)⇒ FS = ER− 1

x3x4

)

=
4π2bcz1oz2o +m2

2ρ
2
2(ER− 1

x3x4
)/F 2

4π2bc(z1o + z2i)

=
4π2bcz1oz2o + m2ρ2E

F
m2ρ2R
F − m2

2ρ
2
2

x3x4F 2

4π2bc(z1o + z2i)

=
4π2bcz1oz2o + z2i2πbz2o2πc− m2

2ρ
2
2z

2
2m4π2b2c2

x3x4ρ22

4π2bc(z1o + z2i)

=
4π2bcz1oz2o + 4π2bcz2iz2o − 4π2bcz22m

4π2bc(z1o + z2i)

= z2o −
z22m

z1o + z2i
(B.22)
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zm =
ρ1ρ2

2πabcD

=
ρ1ρ2

2πabc(m1ρ1FG+m2ρ2EH)

=
ρ1ρ2/(HF )

2πabc(m1ρ1G/H +m2ρ2E/F )

=
ρ1ρ2/(HF )

2πabc(z1o2πb+ z2i2πb)

(
z1m =

ρ1
2πabH

, z2m =
ρ2

2πbcF

)

=
2πbz1mz2m

2πb(z1o + z2i)

=
z1mz2m
z1o + z2i

(B.23)





Appendix C

Three-core cable model

Figure C.1 shows the geometry for a 3-fold rotational symmetric cable. Equations
according to reference [33] for the series impedance matrix and shunt admittance
matrix are summarized in this section.

rC

metallic earth screen (ρS , µS)
outer jacket (εO)dk

rPI

rPO

rO

core conductor

insulation (εI)

θ

Figure C.1: General three-fold rotational symmetric cable geometry. εI and εO
are the relative permittivities for insulation and outer jacket; µS is the relative
permeability for the metallic earth screen.

C.1 Series impedance matrix Z

The impedance matrix can be subdivided in four terms, indicated in analogy to
reference [33] with Zi for the conductor internal impedance, Zp for the earth screen
internal impedance, Zc for the connection impedance between earth screen inner
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and outer surfaces and ZE for the earth return impedance:

Z = Zi + Zp + Zc + ZE. (C.1)

Expressions for the four terms are:

• Zi: conductor internal impedance matrix (its components depend on the actual
cable structure and is discussed in Section C.3. Since Zi relates to internal
conductors, non-diagonal elements are zero)

Zi =




Zi1 0 0 0
0 Zi2 0 0
0 0 Zi3 0
0 0 0 0


 . (C.2)

• Zp: earth screen internal impedance matrix

Zp =




Zp11 Zp12 Zp13 0
Zp12 Zp22 Zp23 0
Zp13 Zp23 Zp33 0

0 0 0 0


 (C.3)

where
Zp11 = Zp22 = Zp33

=
jωµ0

2π

[
µSK0(x1)

x1K1(x1)
+Q11 + 2µS

∞∑

n=1

Cn
n(1 + µS) + x1Kn−1(x1)/Kn(x1)

]

Zp12 = Zp13 = Zp23

=
jωµ0

2π

[
µSK0(x1)

x1K1(x1)
+Q12 + 2µS

∞∑

n=1

Cn
n(1 + µS) + x1Kn−1(x1)/Kn(x1)

]

Q11 = ln
{

(rPI/rC) ·
[
1− (dk/rpI)

2
]}

Q12 = ln

(
rPI√
3dk
−
∞∑

n=1

Cn/n

)

Cn = (d2k/r
2
PI)

ncos(nθ).

(C.4)

• Zc: connection impedance matrix between earth screen inner and outer
surfaces

Zc =




Zc1 Zc1 Zc1 Zc2
Zc1 Zc1 Zc1 Zc2
Zc1 Zc1 Zc1 Zc2
Zc2 Zc2 Zc2 Zc3


 (C.5)
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where

Zc1 = Zc3 − 2zpm

Zc2 = Zc3 − zpm
Zc3 = zp0 + zp3

zpm = ρS/(2πrPIrPODp)

zp0 =
jωµ0µS
2πx2Dp

[I0(x2)K1(x1) +K0(x2)I1(x1)]

zp3 =
jωµ0

2π
ln(rO/rPO)

(C.6)

and

Dp = I1(x2)K1(x1)− I1(x1)K1(x2)

x1 = rPI
√

jωµ0µS/ρS , x2 = rPO
√

jωµ0µS/ρS .
(C.7)

• ZE: earth return impedance matrix

ZE =




zs zs zs zs
zs zs zs zs
zs zs zs zs
zs zs zs zs


 (C.8)

where zs can be obtained as in (2.29).

C.2 Shunt admittance matrix Y

The shunt admittance matrix Y can be derived from the potential coefficient matrix
P:

Y = jωP−1

P = Pi + Pp + Pc + PE.
(C.9)

Expressions for the four terms are:

• Pi: conductor internal potential coefficient matrix (this is explained separately
for PILC and XLPE cables in Section C.3. Since Pi relates to internal
conductors, non-diagonal elements are zero.)

Pi =




Pi1 0 0 0
0 Pi2 0 0
0 0 Pi3 0
0 0 0 0


 . (C.10)
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• Pp: earth screen internal potential coefficient matrix

Pp =




Pp11 Pp12 Pp13 0
Pp12 Pp22 Pp23 0
Pp13 Pp23 Pp33 0

0 0 0 0


 (C.11)

where

Pp11 = Pp22 = Pp33 = Q11/(2πε0εI)

Pp12 = Pp13 = Pp23 = Q12/(2πε0εI).
(C.12)

• Pc: potential coefficient matrix between earth screen inner and outer surfaces

Pc =




Pc Pc Pc Pc
Pc Pc Pc Pc
Pc Pc Pc Pc
Pc Pc Pc Pc


 (C.13)

where

Pc =
1

2πε0εO
ln
rO
rPO

. (C.14)

• PE: earth return potential coefficient matrix. Each matrix component Ps has
similar form as described in (2.30).

PE =




Ps Ps Ps Ps
Ps Ps Ps Ps
Ps Ps Ps Ps
Ps Ps Ps Ps


 . (C.15)

C.3 Internal components Zi and Pi for PILC and XLPE

C.3.1 PILC cable

Zi for PILC cable can be calculated as:

Zi =




Zi1 0 0 0
0 Zi2 0 0
0 0 Zi3 0
0 0 0 0




Zi1 = Zi2 = Zi3 =
ρCmC

2πr1
coth(0.733mCr1) +

0.3179ρC
πr21

mC =

√
jωµ0µC
ρC

(C.16)
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where ρC and µC are the resistivity and relative permeability of core-conductor,
respectively. This is equivalent to z1 in (B.4). The calculation of shunt admittance
matrix Y follows the formula in Appendix C.2. It should be noted that due to fact
that there are bare conductors in the PILC cable without semi-conducting layers:

Pi =




Pi1 0 0 0
0 Pi2 0 0
0 0 Pi3 0
0 0 0 0




Pi1 = Pi2 = Pi3 = 0.

(C.17)

C.3.2 XLPE cable

Zi for PILC cable can be calculated as:

Zi =




Zi1 0 0 0
0 Zi2 0 0
0 0 Zi3 0
0 0 0 0




Zi1 = Zi2 = Zi3 = z1,equ + z2

(C.18)

where z1,equ follows (2.24) which is the conductor impedance taking into account of
the conductor screen; z2 is calculated with (B.5)

z2 = jω
µI
2π

ln

(
r4
r2

)
. (C.19)

Here r4 is used instead of r3 to incorporate the insulation screen, which is anyway
an approximation.

For pipe internal impedance matrix, rp2 is used instead of rPI in (C.4) For
connection impedance matrix between pipe inner and outer surfaces, zpm and zp0
are calculated based on (2.26) and (2.27) to include also the swelling tape under the
earth screen.

Conductor internal potential coefficient matrix can be calculated as:

Pi =




Pi1 0 0 0
0 Pi2 0 0
0 0 Pi3 0
0 0 0 0




Pi1 = Pi2 = Pi3 =
1

2π(ε0εCS + jωρCS)
ln(r2/r1) +

1

2πε0εXLPE
ln(r4/r2).

(C.20)





Appendix D

Ferrite effect on impedance of RMU

Figure D.1 illustrates a ferrite core around a wire. The conductor wire with radius
r locates at the center line of the core. µr is the relative permeability of the ferrite
and µ0 is the permeability of free space. When a sinusoidal current I at an angular
frequency ω flows in the conductor, the impedance Z generated by the ferrite core
can be derived by imaging the ferrite to the other side of the ground with equal but
opposite polarity of current [100]. Similarly, the capacitance can be estimated using
the image charge method.

lf

2d

2D

µr, εr

2r

h

Ground plane

Figure D.1: Configuration of ferrite core around conductor wire and coordinate
system.
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L 'µ0

2π

[
ln

(
2hd

rD
· 2h−D

2h− d

)
+ µrln

(
D

d
· 2h− d

2h−D

)]

C ' 2πε0

ln 2hd
rD · 2h−D2h−d + 1

εr
lnDd · 2h−d

2h−D
. (D.1)

The per-unit inductance and capacitance of the wire above a ground plane
without ferrite core can be expressed as:

L0 '
µ0

2π

(
ln

2h

r

)

C0 '
2πε0

ln 2h
r

. (D.2)

Taking a commercial ferrite core with outer radius 160mm, inner radius 104mm
and thickness 25mm as an example, following (D.1) the inductance addition due to
the ferrite material can be derived at frequency 1MHz assuming µr = 2200, h = D
and wire radius r = 5mm

∆L = 5.5µH. (D.3)

Note in fact µr is a complex number, but since the imaginary part for the material
at this frequency is around 7 times smaller, it is neglected. Assuming εr=1, the
capacitance does not change with the ferrite material. The added inductance by a

Lc

Lbb Lbb

Lc

Lc

Rtcc Rtr

Ltr

CtrCtcc

Ltcc
Zc2Zc1

Sensor1 Sensor2

Sensortcc

Figure D.2: Lumped model for RMU; BCIP is used as ferrite and it is installed
around the earth connection (EC) of the cable.

ferrite core around one of the connections inside an RMU should make a noticeably
change in its impedance. The change in reflection for a signal from a connected cable
can be calculated by modeling a typical RMU. Its impedance can be determined
without ferrite and next with added ferrite material. In [21], a lumped model for
RMU is described, as shown in Figure D.2. The inductance Lc represents the loop
from the connected component to the busbar; Lbb is the inductance of the loop
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Table D.1: Best fitting result for lumped RMU model.

Lc(µH) Lbb(µH) Ltr(µH) Ctr(nF) Rtr(Ω) Ltcc(µH) Ctcc(nF) Rtcc(Ω)
0.70 0 2.4 2.8 18.7 0.70 2.1 5.1

between busbar and earth over the distance of the width of the one compartment;
transformer and the transformer connecting cable (TCC) are modelled by series
inductance (Ltr for transformer, Ltcc for the TCC), capacitance (Ctr for transformer,
Ctcc for the TCC) and resistance (Rtr for transformer, Rtcc for the TCC); cables
are indicated with their characteristic impedance (Zc1 and Zc2; Zc1 represents the
cable where ferrite is installed).

0

0.5

1

1.5

|H
|

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
−100

0

100

200

Frequency (MHz)

6
H
(◦
)

Hc2 mea
Hc2 mod
Htcc mea
Htcc mod

Figure D.3: Measured (mea) and modeled (mod) transfer functions for sensor “2”
and “tcc” indicated in Figure D.2.

Two transfer functions can be defined as:

Hc2 =
Ic2
Ic1

, Htcc =
Itcc
Ic1

(D.4)

where Ic1, Ic2 are the currents through cable 1, 2 respectively and Itcc the current
in the cable connected to the transformer. These transfer functions can be derived
by injecting a pulse from the far end, as in Figure 3.6, and measuring the current
by inductive sensors as in Figure D.2. The characteristic impedances of the cables
can be estimated by either modelling or experiment (Zc1 ∼= 11 Ω and Zc2 ∼= 7 Ω), the
other RMU parameters can be adjusted such that the calculated transfer functions fit
the measured ones. The best fitting parameters are shown in Table D.1. The transfer
functions comparison between measurement and modelling is shown in Figure D.3.
The estimated self-inductance for the added ferrite core is clearly larger than the
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self-inductance values obtained from the model. This implies that its addition can
significantly modify the overall RMU impedance.

As ferrite core, a commercial BCIP is applied. The impedance is determined by
means of a calibration method as described in Section 6.2. The frequency dependent
BCIP impedance is added to the original self-inductance value at the place the
ferrite coil is installed. The RMU impedance with (ZRMUferrite) and without
(ZRMU ) added ferrite is calculated. The corresponding reflection coefficients for
signals arriving from cable 1 with characteristic impedance Zc1 are:

Γferrite =
ZRMUferrite − Zc1
ZRMUferrite + Zc1

(D.5)

Γnoferrite =
ZRMU − Zc1
ZRMU + Zc1

(D.6)

ZRMUferrite = ZRMU + Zferrite (D.7)

The actual placement of the BCIP core onto a connection inside an RMU is around
the earth connection of the cable as indicated in Figure 3.5a. With aforementioned
variables, the reflection coefficient ratio can be modeled. The modeling technique
and the effect of the ferrite are verified by measurement. Reflection patterns of
signals coming from cable 1 are measured. Similar to shown in Figure 3.7, features
related to the BCIP are selected from the measured records.

The comparison between modelling and measurement for the ratio of reflection
coefficient with and without ferrite is shown in Figure D.4. The reflection coefficient
increase is well simulated which confirms that the ferrite material can be used to
cause a recognizable reflection.
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Figure D.4: Comparison between measurement and modelling for the ratio of
reflection coefficient with and without ferrite.



Appendix E

Thermal model for cables

The geometry of the XLPE cable used for the measurements in Chapter 4 is shown
in Figure E.1. The parameters values are listed in Table E.1. The PILC cable
geometry is shown in Figure E.2 and its dimensions are given in Table E.2.

r1

core conductor

first bedding layer

r2
XLPE insulation

r3r4
r5

r6

second bedding layer

screen sheath

outer sheath

Figure E.1: Geometry of XLPE cable.

Table E.1: Parameter values for XLPE cable.

r1 (mm) r2 (mm) r3 (mm) r4 (mm) r5 (mm) r6 (mm)
9.5 15.6 16.0 17.15 17.6 20.1

Table E.2: Parameter values for PILC cable.

r1 (mm) dc (mm) da
(mm)

rp1
(mm)

rp2
(mm)

rp3
(mm)

rp4
(mm)

10.3 5.9 1.3 29.0 32.5 33.4 43.0
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r1

rp2

µp, ρp
µi ρ

Conductor
Paper insulation
Lead earth screen
Outer jacket

da
rp1

didc

Armor bedding

rp3

rp4

Figure E.2: Geometry of PILC cable; r1 is the equivalent radius of the sector shape
conductor.

Basic equations for thermal model calculation according to reference [68] are:

• Van Wormer coefficient is defined as

p =
1

2ln( rout

rin
)
− 1

( rout

rin
)2 − 1

(E.1)

where rout and rin are the outer and inner radius of the layer. As described in
reference [56]: “the thermal capacity of the insulation is not a linear function
of the thickness of the dielectric. To improve the accuracy of the approximate
solution using lumped constants, Van Wormer, in 1955, proposed a simple
method of allocating the thermal capacitance between the conductor and the
sheath so that the total heat stored in the insulation is represented.” The
derivation is based on the assumption that the temperature distribution in the
insulation follows the steady state logarithmic distribution during the transient
dynamic load.

• The per-unit-length thermal resistance in a cylindrical geometry follows a
logarithmic behavior

R =
ρt
2π

ln
rout
rin

(E.2)

where ρt (K·m/W) is the thermal resistivity.

• The per-unit-length thermal capacitance is equal to the heat capacity per
volume times cross-section

Q = πc(r2out − r2in) (E.3)
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where c (J/m3/K) is the specific heat of the material. The parameters for
material are listed in Table E.3.

Table E.3: Material specific parameters.

Material copper aluminum XLPE oil paper XLPE bedding 1/2
c(J/m3/K) 3.45·106 2.42·106 2.0·106 2.0·106 2.0·106

ρt(K·m/W) - - 3.5 6 6

Material PE
jacket lead armor iron armor bedding

c(J/m3/K) 2.4·106 1.44·106 3.5·106 2·106

ρt(K·m/W) 3.5 - - 6
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BCIP Bulk Current Injection Probe page (pg) 57
BMC bulk molding compound pg 11
DAC Damped AC pg 2
DTS Distributed Temperature Sensing pg 67
DUT Device Under Test pg 10
EC Earth Connection pg 48
EPR Ethylene Propylene Rubber (type of

insulation)
pg 5

HV High Voltage pg 2
LV Low Voltage pg 1
MV Medium Voltage pg 1
PD Partial Discharge pg 1
PD-OL Partial Discharge monitoring, On-line with

Location
pg 2

PE Polyethylene pg 24
PILC Paper-Insulated Lead-Covered (type of

power cable with paper insulation and lead
earth screen)

pg 4

PLEC Past Last Earth Connection pg 49
PP Phase-to-Phase pg 15
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene pg 11
PVC Poly Vinyl Chloride (type of insulation) pg 5
RMU Ring-Main-Unit pg 1
SCG Smart Cable Guard pg 3
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SP Shield-to-Phase pg 15
TDR Time-Domain Reflectometry pg 3
TCC Transformer Connecting Cable pg 53
VLF Very Low Frequency pg 2
XLPE cross linked polyethylene (type of

insulation used in most modern MV and
HV power cables)

pg 5

Symbols

Symbol Description Unit 1st occurrence
α attenuation coefficient Np/m pg 8
αcbe attenuation coefficient of the

cable connected to to the joint under field
measurement

Np/m pg 23

αcc coaxial mode attenuation Np/m pg 33
αcg ground return mode attenuation Np/m pg 33
αcre modeled single-core attenuation from

ground mode elimination
Np/m pg 34

αm1 modeled attenuation, equivalent to shield-
to-phase mode

Np/m pg 45

αm2 (αm3) modeled attenuation, equivalent to phase-
to-phase mode

Np/m pg 45

αm4 modeled attenuation, equivalent to ground
mode

Np/m pg 45

αpp phase-to-phase mode attenuation Np/m pg 45
αsp shield-to-phase mode attenuation Np/m pg 45
β phase coefficient pg 8
βc1,c2 phase coefficient of the coaxial

measurement cable
pg 15

βcbe phase coefficient of the cable connected to
to the joint under field measurement

pg 23

γ propagation coefficient pg 8
γ1 propagation coefficient of the first piece of

transmission line to model the power cable
joint

pg 18

γ2 propagation coefficient of the second piece
of transmission line to model the power
cable joint

pg 18

γ3 propagation coefficient of the third piece of
transmission line to model the power cable
joint

pg 18
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γi propagation coefficient for transmission
line section i (1 ≤ i ≤ m)

pg 13

ε0 vacuum permittivity F/m pg 28
εA relative permittivity for air pg 29
εCS complex permittivity of the conductor

screen
F/m pg 28

εCSr real part of relative permittivity of the
conductor screen

pg 28

εE relative permittivity for earth pg 29
εH2O relative permittivity of water pg 98
εIS complex permittivity of the insulation

screen
F/m pg 28

εISr real part of relative permittivity of the
insulation screen

pg 28

εPE relative permittivity of the PE insulation pg 129
εPILC relative permittivity of the oil-impregnated

paper insulation
pg 39

εr real part relative permittivity of the dry
oil-impregnated paper

pg 98

εrp real part relative permittivity of insulation
material corresponding to pattern P

pg 79

εrq real part relative permittivity of insulation
material corresponding to pattern Q

pg 79

εrw real part relative permittivity of the wet
oil-impregnated paper

pg 98

εXLPE relative permittivity of the XLPE
insulation

pg 28

θc1,c2 electrical phase shift for measured S-
parameters caused by coaxial measurement
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rad pg 15

µ0 vacuum permeability H/m pg 26
µA relative permeability for air pg 29
µE relative permeability for earth pg 29
ρ1 resistivity of XLPE insulation Ωm pg 129
ρ2 resistivity of outer jacket Ωm pg 129
ρCS resistivity of conductor screen Ωm pg 26
ρIS resistivity of insulation screen Ωm pg 27
σA air conductivity S/m pg 29
σE earth conductivity S/m pg 29
τL voltage transmission coefficient pg 9
ΓL voltage reflection coefficient pg 9
ω angular velocity rad/s pg 8
a1 traveling wave into port 1 pg 10
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a2 traveling wave into port 2 pg 10
A area of the plate for capacitance impedance

measurement
m2 pg 77

b1 traveling wave out of port 1 pg 10
b2 traveling wave out of port 2 pg 10
c volume concentration of

the oil-impregnated paper in the wet oil-
impregnated paper

pg 99

C capacitance value of the measured material F pg 77
Cj lumped capacitance to model the power

cable joint
F pg 13

Cjl shunt
capacitance representing the left adaptor
during S-parameters measurement for the
cable joint

F pg 16

Cjr shunt
capacitance representing the right adaptor
during S-parameters measurement for the
cable joint

F pg 16

d distance between the two parallel plates for
capacitance impedance measurement

m pg 77

dk distance from the center of three-core cable
to the center of one conductor

m pg 39

h burial depth m pg 39
I current vector A pg 24
I+0 current wave traveling in forward direction A pg 9
I−0 current wave traveling in backward

direction
A pg 9

I1 current wave at port 1 A pg 10
I2 current wave at port 2 A pg 10
Ic current flowing through the conductor and

ground return path
A pg 24

Icab.1 the current signal detected by the sensor
around cable 1 when the signal is
originated from cable 1

A pg 55

Icab.2 the current signal detected by the sensor
around cable 2 when the signal is
originated from cable 2

A pg 55

Iin current at the input A pg 14
Iinj injected current for the simulation of power

cable joint time-domain reflection
A pg 22

IL current through the load A pg 9
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Im current at the output of transmission line
section m

A pg 14

Ipp,1 (Ipp,2) phase-to-phase mode current A pg 42
Iref reflected current for the simulation of

power cable joint time-domain reflection
A pg 22

Is current flowing in the earth screen and
ground return path

A pg 24

Isp shield-to-phase mode current A pg 42
Itcc the current signal detected by the sensor

around TCC
A pg 55

Itcc,cab.1 the current signal detected by the sensor
around TCC when the signal is originated
from cable 1

A pg 55

Itcc,cab.2 the current signal detected by the sensor
around TCC when the signal is originated
from cable 2

A pg 55

I(x) current wave at distance x from the input A pg 8
l length of the transmission line m pg 9
l1 equivalent length of the first piece of

transmission line to model the power cable
joint

m pg 18

l2 equivalent length of the second piece of
transmission line to model the power cable
joint

m pg 18

l3 equivalent length of the third piece of
transmission line to model the power cable
joint

m pg 18

4ladl equivalent transmission line length of
the left adaptor during S-parameters
measurement for the cable joint

m pg 16

4ladr equivalent transmission line length of
the right adaptor during S-parameters
measurement for the cable joint

m pg 16

lc1,c2 length of coaxial measurement cable, the
distance from measurement port to the
DUT

m pg 17

Lj lumped inductance to model the power
cable joint

H pg 13

lj length of the joint under field measurement m pg 23
lw length of water ingress m pg 99
P potential coefficient matrix Ωm(s/rad) pg 30
Pc potential coefficient matrix between earth

screen inner and outer surfaces
Ωm(s/rad) pg 137
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PE earth return potential coefficient matrix Ωm(s/rad) pg 30
pi, pb, pb1, pb2, pjVan Wormer coefficients pg 71,75
Pi conductor internal potential coefficient

matrix
Ωm(s/rad) pg 137

Pp earth screen internal potential coefficient
matrix

Ωm(s/rad) pg 137

Ps self earth potential coefficient Ωm(s/rad) pg 29
Qa thermal capacitance of armor screen J/m/K pg 75
Qb thermal capacitance of armor bedding J/m/K pg 75
Qb1 thermal capacitance

of earth screen bedding between insulation
and earth screen

J/m/K pg 71

Qb2 thermal capacitance of earth
screen bedding between earth screen and
jacket

J/m/K pg 71

Qc thermal capacitance of conductor J/m/K pg 71
Qi thermal capacitance of insulation J/m/K pg 71
Qj thermal capacitance of jacket J/m/K pg 71
Qs thermal capacitance of earth screen J/m/K pg 71
r1 equivalent radius of conductor for PILC

(radius of conductor for XLPE)
m pg 32

r2 radius of conductor screen m pg 32
r3 radius of insulation m pg 32
r4 radius of insulation screen m pg 32
r5 radius of earth screen m pg 32
r6 radius of outer jacket m pg 32
rC radius of conductor m pg 125
rI radius of outer insulation m pg 125
rO radius of outer jacket m pg 125
rp1 radius of inner lead earth screen for three-

core PILC cable (radius of inner swelling
tape for three-core XLPE cable)

m pg 39

rp2 radius of outer lead earth screen for three-
core PILC cable (radius of outer swelling
tape for three-core XLPE cable)

m pg 39

rp3 radius of outer jacket for three-core PILC
cable (radius of outer earth screen for
three-core XLPE cable)

m pg 39

rp4 radius of outer jacket for three-core XLPE
cable

m pg 39

rS radius of outer earth screen m pg 125
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Rb thermal resistance of armor bedding K·m/W pg 75
Rb1 thermal resistance of earth screen bedding

between insulation and earth screen
K·m/W pg 71

Rb2 thermal resistance of earth screen bedding
between earth screen and jacket

K·m/W pg 71

Ri thermal resistance of insulation K·m/W pg 71
Rj thermal resistance of jacket K·m/W pg 71
Rjt lumped resistance to model the power

cable joint
Ω pg 13

S11 scattering parameter, port 1 voltage
reflection coefficient

pg 10

S12 scattering parameter, the voltage gain at
port 1 from the signal input at port 2

pg 10

S21 scattering parameter, the voltage gain at
port 2 from the signal input at port 1

pg 10

S22 scattering parameter, port 2 voltage
reflection coefficient

pg 10

toa time-of-arrival s pg 3
toa,1 time-of-arrival at RMU1 s pg 3
toa,2 time-of-arrival at RMU2 s pg 3
Tarmor temperature of the armor layer ◦C pg 75
Tconductor conductor temperature ◦C pg 71
Tdp midpoint temperature of the insulation of

PILC cable
◦C pg 77

Tdx midpoint temperature of the insulation of
XLPE cable

◦C pg 73

Tearthscreen temperature of the earth screen ◦C pg 71
TI transformation matrix from conductor

(sheath) current into modal current
pg 32

Tjacket temperature of the cable jacket ◦C pg 71
Tjp outer jacket temperature of PILC cable ◦C pg 77
Tjx outer jacket temperature of XLPE cable ◦C pg 73
TU transformation matrix from conductor

(sheath) voltage into modal voltage
pg 32

U voltage vector V pg 24
U+
0 voltage wave traveling in forward direction V pg 9

U−0 voltage wave traveling in backward
direction

V pg 9

U1 voltage wave at port 1 V pg 10
U2 voltage wave at port 2 V pg 10
Uc conductor voltage with respect to ground V pg 24
Uin voltage at the input V pg 14
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Uinj injected voltage for the simulation of power
cable joint time-domain reflection

V pg 22

UL voltage at the load V pg 9
Um voltage at the output of transmission line

section m
V pg 14

Umeasure voltage of the input point for the
simulation of power cable joint time-
domain reflection

V pg 22

Upp,1 (Upp,2) phase-to-phase mode voltage V pg 42
Us earth screen voltage with respect to ground V pg 24
Usp shield-to-phase mode voltage V pg 42
U(x) voltage wave at distance x from the input V pg 9
v propagation velocity m/s pg 8
vcc coaxial mode velocity m/s pg 33
vcg ground return mode velocity m/s pg 33
vcre modeled single-core velocity from ground

mode elimination
m/s pg 34

vm1 modeled velocity, equivalent to shield-to-
phase mode

m/s pg 44

vm2 (vm3) modeled velocity, equivalent to phase-to-
phase mode

m/s pg 44

vm4 modeled velocity, equivalent to ground
mode

m/s pg 45

vp velocity of pattern P m/s pg 76
vpp phase-to-phase mode velocity m/s pg 44
vsp shield-to-phase mode velocity m/s pg 44
vq velocity of pattern Q m/s pg 76
Wc conductor loss W/m pg 71
Ws earth screen loss W/m pg 75
4xi length for transmission line section i (1 ≤

i ≤ m)
m pg 14

xw position where water ingress has occurred m pg 99
Y distributed shunt admittance (Ωm)−1 pg 8
Y distributed shunt admittance matrix (Ωm)−1 pg 24
y1 admittance between the conductor and the

earth screen
(Ωm)−1 pg 28

y2 admittance between the earth screen and
the earth

(Ωm)−1 pg 28

y1,equ equivalent admittance between the
conductor and the earth screen considering
the semiconducting layers

(Ωm)−1 pg 28
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yCS admittance between the conductor and the
insulation, corresponding to the conductor
screen

(Ωm)−1 pg 28

yIS admittance between the insulation screen
and the earth screen, corresponding to the
insulation screen

(Ωm)−1 pg 28

Ym modal distributed shunt admittance
matrix

(Ωm)−1 pg 32

ys self earth admittance (Ωm)−1 pg 29
yXLPE admittance between the conductor screen

and the insulation screen, corresponding to
the insulation

(Ωm)−1 pg 28

Z distributed series impedance Ω/m pg 8
Z distributed series impedance matrix Ω/m pg 24
Z0 reference impedance Ω pg 10
z1 internal impedance of the conductor Ω/m pg 25
Z1 characteristic impedance of the first piece

of transmission line to model the power
cable joint

Ω pg 14

z1,equ internal impedance of the conductor
considering the conductor screen

Ω/m pg 25

Z1p primary side impedance of the ferrite Ω pg 58
z2 insulator impedance due to the time-

varying magnetic field in the XLPE
insulation

Ω/m pg 25

Z2 characteristic impedance of the second
piece of transmission line to model the
power cable joint

Ω pg 14

Z2s secondary side impedance of the ferrite Ω pg 58
z3 inner screen internal impedance Ω/m pg 25
Z3 characteristic impedance of the third piece

of transmission line to model the power
cable joint

Ω pg 17

z3,equ inner screen internal impedance
considering the insulation screen

Ω/m pg 25

z4 sheath mutual impedance Ω/m pg 25
z4,equ sheath mutual impedance considering the

insulation screen
Ω/m pg 25

z5 outer screen internal impedance Ω/m pg 25
z5,equ outer screen internal impedance

considering the insulation screen
Ω/m pg 25
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z6 impedance
due to the time-varying magnetic field in
outer-sheath

Ω/m pg 25

z7 self-impedance of the earth-return path Ω/m pg 25
Zad impedance of the adaptor connecting

coaxial cable and power cable
Ω pg 21

Zc characteristic impedance Ω pg 8
Zc connection impedance matrix between

earth screen inner and outer surfaces
Ω/m pg 135

Zcc coaxial mode characteristic impedance Ω/m pg 33
Zcg ground return mode characteristic

impedance
Ω/m pg 33

Zc,m modal characteristic impedance matrix Ω/m pg 33
Zcre modeled

single-core characteristic impedance from
ground mode elimination

Ω/m pg 34

zCo conductor outer impedance Ω/m pg 26
zCSi conductor screen inner impedance Ω/m pg 26
zCSm conductor screen mutual impedance Ω/m pg 26
zCSo conductor screen outer impedance Ω/m pg 26
ZE earth return impedance matrix Ω/m pg 136
Zf impedance seen by the propagating signal

through the cable where the ferrite is
installed

Ω pg 58

Zg source output impedance Ω pg 9
Zi characteristic impedance for transmission

line section i (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
Ω pg 13

Zi conductor internal impedance matrix Ω/m pg 135
Zin input impedance Ω pg 11
zISi internal impedance of insulation screen Ω/m pg 27
zISm insulation screen mutual impedance Ω/m pg 27
zISo insulation screen outer impedance Ω/m pg 27
Zj characteristic impedance of the joint under

field measurement
Ω pg 23

ZL load impedance Ω pg 9
Zmut mutual impedance between the ferrite and

the wire around it.
Ω pg 58

Zm modal distributed series impedance matrix Ω/m pg 32
Zm1 modeled characteristic impedance,

equivalent to shield-to-phase mode
Ω pg 44

Zm2 (Zm3) modeled characteristic impedance,
equivalent to phase-to-phase mode

Ω pg 44
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Zm4 modeled characteristic impedance,
equivalent to ground mode

Ω pg 44

Zopen input impedance with open load Ω pg 84
Zp earth screen internal impedance matrix Ω/m pg 135
Zpp phase-to-phase mode characteristic

impedance
Ω pg 44

zs an alternative approach to calculate the
self-impedance of the earth-return path
which is employed in the thesis

Ω/m pg 29

Zshort input impedance with short load Ω pg 84
zSi earth screen inner impedance Ω/m pg 27
zSm screen mutual impedance Ω/m pg 28
zSo screen outer impedance Ω/m pg 28
Zsp shield-to-phase mode characteristic

impedance
Ω pg 44

Zw characteristic impedance of cable with
water ingress

Ω pg 99

Zwire load impedance (a wire in the thesis)
around the ferrite

Ω pg 58
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